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More people arm themselves with Bulwark 
than any other FR brand.
Because only Bulwark brings 44 years of frontline experience to the realities you 
face every day. Helping you navigate an everchanging sea of standards. 
Surrounding you with ideas, illustrations and alerts that help you make safety a 
shared priority. And offering the finest FR apparel, and FR education programs, 
the world has ever seen. So when you see our triang le on your left , know you've 
done everything right. Because with Bulwark You. Are. Armed - literally. And 
figuratively. With the world's best.

Visit us at MIDDLE EAST ELECTRICITY

BULWARK FR with our team of experts 
invites you to visit us at STAND CB55
Discover how the world’s #1 FR apparel 
can arm you for your working environment.
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editor’s letter
Intersec, the region’s largest safety, security and fire protection trade event, will
return in January 2016 as HSE suppliers hope to make the most of business
opportunities throughout the Middle East. We have a full preview of this year’s
show (p26), along with the latest news from some of the event’s exhibitors.
We also have an exclusive interview with Guido Van Duren, president of the
European Safety Federation, on new Standard guidelines for protective gloves
(p18), while Mike Lord of Harlow International discusses in depth the challenges
and risks associated with working in Iraq’s security industry (p12).

Ben Watts, Managing Editor
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International SOS and Control Risks have
launched the Travel Risk Map 2016 to aid oil
and gas companies with understanding risks
in markets they operate within.
The Travel Risk Map displays the medical

risk rating and travel risk rating in every
country, following an overview of risk by
destination. Rob Walker, head of information
and analysis at International SOS and

Control Risks, said, “Education and
information – and, in some cases, training –
are vital to helping employees understand
and mitigate threats to their personal safety.” 
An analysis of international business travel

against the Travel Risk Map ratings found
that nearly one out of three trips abroad are
to countries with a higher medical or security
risk than the traveller’s home country.

Participants of a Ipsos Global Advisor study
revealed that they had concerns while
travelling abroad on work. Less than four out
of 10 travellers do some research on the
safety levels in the places they are expected to
visit. Through the Risk Map, travellers can
plan their trips better. Risks could arise
anywhere and its wise to take precautions,
suggested Walker. 

The image of The Address Downtown Dubai
in the last couple of hours of 2015 wasn’t a
pleasant one at all – the imposing 63-storey
building, considered a landmark in the
emirate, was ablaze following a fire that broke
out on the 20th floor. Flames engulfed the
exterior of the building rapidly and rose
upwards for about 40 storeys. Even as experts
and residents continue to ponder how the fire
broke out, the incident has already sparked a
debate on the existing fire safety norms being
followed in Dubai’s high-rises. Though there
is no official confirmation, there’s widespread
speculation over the role of flammable
cladding that caused the fire to spread. 
Cladding refers to the application of one

material over another and sticking them
together, effective in keeping wind, water and
dust at bay. They are made from a
thermoplastic core – plastic heated to a high
temperature and held between two sheets of
aluminium. However, cladding could be
combustible. In a Daily Mail report,

Gloucester-based consultant Phil Barry, who
has worked in the Middle East, said that
fatalities could occur due to flammable
cladding. “The basic rule dictates that the
outside of any building that is more than 30
metres high – as high as any fire-truck ladder
can reach – must be made of non-
combustible materials.” The very reason it
took firefighters more than 12 hours to douse
the fire out at The Address was the sheer
height from which smoke was billowing. 
In 2012 and 2013, Dubai’s building codes

were made more stringent. A report in The
National said that the UAE’s Interior Ministry
introduced an extension to Dubai’s Fire and
Life Safety code, urging new buildings to
incorporate cladding that are compliant with
fire safety regulations. In 2013, Civil Defence
Chiefs announced that owners of buildings
with flammable cladding install a “ring of fire”
retardant panels every three floors.
Meanwhile, fire-fighters, members of the

royal family, Dubai Civil Defence force and

policemen averted a major disaster. Onlookers
stated that guests at the hotel were evacuated
in minutes, even as firemen tried to control
the quickly-growing fire. So far, no casualties
have been reported. It has shown there was an
exit strategy in place, in the eventuality of a
emergency, such as this one. 
The incident at The Address is another

reminder that fire safety is of utmost
importance. Given the rising number of
buildings in the region, its high time fire
safety is analysed and implemented. 

news
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How safe are
Dubai’s high-rises?

Travel Risk Map can aid oil and gas companies with risk assessment 

The recent fire at The Address
Downtown Dubai has cast
doubts on fire-retardant exteriors
of Dubai’s high-rises yet again,
but timely and planned
evacuation operations have 
been widely appreciated.

The Torch: A fire broke out at The Torch on
21 February 2015, where external cladding
was burnt from the 50th floor upward. 

Tamweel Tower: On 18 November 2012, the
Tamweel Tower in Jumeirah Lake Towers
caught fire.

Al Tayer Towers: The residential sky rise in
Sharjah was engulfed in flames in April 2012.

UAE fire fact file

Photo: Naufal MQ/Shutterstock.com
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STANDARDS
The European Bank for
Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD), in co-
operation with other lenders, is
providing a loan facility of up to
US$170mn to Advanced Energy
Systems SAE (ADES), a leading
independent Egyptian oil services
company. The loan will help
ADES improve compliance with
the highest environmental, health
and safety (EHS) standards
through annual certification to
international ISO and OHSAS
standards. This will be
complemented by a
comprehensive policy dialogue
programme to promote the
adoption of health and safety
standards across the wider oil
and gas sector in Egypt.
The introduction of offshore

drilling equipment will help
foster the development of
domestic natural gas production,
which will reinforce energy
security.  Technical co-operation
funds will be mobilised to assist
the Egyptian authorities in
bringing national EHS regulation
up to internationally recognised
standards and supporting
capacity-building.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
Drydocks World, the international service
provider to the shipping, offshore, oil, gas and
energy sectors, has received a five star rating
from the British Safety Council for
Occupational Health and Safety.  
The company underwent a detailed,

quantified and objective audit conducted by
the British Safety Council on occupational
health, safety management systems and a
number of key safety indicators.

Drydocks World’s management continually
focuses on principles that enhance
operational excellence, sustainable
development and creating a culture to
increase the safety of employees, according to
the company.
The British Safety Council’s Five Star

Occupational Health and Safety Audit
provides organisations with a worldwide
benchmark of their safety management
systems against current best practices to

enable continual improvement. The audit
specification includes performance
measurements on leadership and continuous
improvement as management indicators.
Within the revised audit, the British Safety

Council has placed a greater emphasis on the
organisation’s approach to occupational
health, employee wellbeing, safety culture,
allocation of resources to health and safety
and planning to stimulate productivity and
innovation.

EMPLOYEE WELFARE
Petroleum Development Oman
(PDO) has launched an industry-
first investigation into the welfare
of 30,000 employees in its
contractor community. 
At a conference at its Mina Al

Fahal headquarters, senior
representatives of around 200 of
PDO’s main contractors and sub-
contractors were invited to
participate in a workforce welfare
assessment programme,
underpinned by the need to
demonstrate “duty of care” to
staff and ensure full compliance
with Omani labour laws.
The three-year benchmarking

programme, called Project Prism,
is a ground-breaking initiative for
the oil and gas sector focused on
worker welfare, support and
engagement with the aim of
identifying and sharing best
practice and raising standards.
PDO managing director Raoul

Restucci said, “Project Prism is
about embedding effective and
caring labour practices among
our contractors and ensuring
personnel at every level are

engaged and supported well and
in accordance with national
legislation and highest
international standards.
“We want to work with our

contractors to help create a
better work environment across
our operations and beyond. 
“We cannot expect people to

give their best for PDO and their
companies without
demonstrating the equivalent
commitment to our respective
staff,” Restucci added. 
The interviews will assist PDO

to identify key issues, assess and
raise operating standards and
share best practice, as well as to

recognise top-performing
companies. The survey covers a
wide range of topics including
safety, pay, training, medical care,
food, accommodation and
human resources provision in
the field. After rigorously
assessing the data collected, the
company will give each
contractor detailed feedback and
offer high-level coaching and
advice on best practice.
PDO industrial relations

manager Saoud Al Jabri said,
“Project Prism is about giving
those who work for us a voice, so
we can address problems and
embed best practice.”

PDO launches major review of contractor
and sub-contractor staff welfare

Drydocks World receives five-star rating from the British Safety Council 

Strengthening EHS
standards

PDO managing director Raoul Restucci addressing senior representatives of the company's
main contractors.
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DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Dubai Electricity and Water
Authority (DEWA) has signed a
Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with the
National Crisis and Emergency
Management Authority
(NCEMA) to enhance co-
operation and teamwork
between both parties, allowing
for further exchange of
resources, skills and knowledge
in disaster management. It will
also enable both parties to stay
up-to-date on the latest crisis
and emergency systems and
Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). 

“This falls in line with
DEWA’s strategic risk
management plans, to improve
risk management preparations,
to identify roles and
responsibilities in case an
emergency were to occur, and to
reinforce Dubai’s status as a
cosmopolitan city,” said HE
Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer,
managing director and CEO of
DEWA. Al Tayer added that
DEWA co-operates with various
government organisations and
departments on disaster
management, while focusing on
the strategic importance of
electricity and water.

CYBER SECURITY
David Ferbrache, technical director at KPMG’s cyber security practice,
foresees a growth in extortion attacks, the targeting of high net worth
individuals and commercial banks, and terrorist-deployed attacks in 2016.
“Businesses of all sizes need to look beyond cyber security as a

technical issue, and start preparing for some of the worst case
scenarios,” he says. “Many businesses now accept the likelihood of a
data breach and are turning their attention to what a cyber incident
might actually mean for their business, and just how they can restore
and maintain client and customer confidence if and when they are hit
– an issue for the whole C suite, not just the CIO.”

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
Stirling Group has partnered with the EU Iraq Energy Centre (EUIEC)
to provide risk management training to the Iraqi oil and gas industry.
The UAE-headquartered specialists in health, safety and

environmental services will deliver a series of three day courses on
dealing with uncertainty and risk in the global energy sector from its
training centre in Erbil. Aimed at graduates, and developed in
partnership with the KRG Ministry of Natural Resources’
Competency Development Programme, the course will cover a range
of concepts, principles and practices for dealing with potential risks
when working offshore. 
The partnership between Stirling Group and the EUIEC aims to

facilitate further development of the Iraqi energy sector to create a
pipeline of skilled and highly competent workers across the Middle East. 
Angus Neil, managing director of Stirling Group said, “Our

training programmes are specifically developed and delivered to meet
a range of rigorous professional standards in line with the needs of
the industry, now and in years to come. It’s vital that oil and gas
workers are exposed to the potential risks and are equipped with the
skills and knowledge to ensure compliance in hazardous, high-risk
and hostile environments.”

news
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New industry partnership
for training

Cyber threats risk rising, says KPMG

DEWA signs MoU with national crisis authority
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EXHIBITION NEWS
The 2016 edition of International Exhibition
for National Security & Resilience (ISNR Abu
Dhabi) in Abu Dhabi will feature the
Emergency Response and Disaster Prevention
(EMDI) exhibition, the first dedicated event
in the Gulf for emergency response and

disaster prevention across land, sea and air.
The event will bring together governments,

NGOs and the world’s leading specialist
innovators and suppliers, providing a
platform for exchanging best practice,
inspiring innovation and sourcing effective
solutions to ensure business continuity and

smooth recovery from disaster on a local,
regional and global basis.
“EMDI is a must-attend event for anybody

working in this vital field, as it will allow them
to keep abreast of the latest regional and
international trends,” said Nicky Dawson,
group exhibition director of ISNR Abu Dhabi.

calendar & news
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Emergency response event scheduled for Abu Dhabi security showcase

events calendar 2016
January 2016

17-19             Intersec                                                                                   DUBAI                                www.intersecexpo.com

February 2016

21-23            ASIS Middle East                                                                   DUBAI                                www.asisonline.org

23-26            SICUR                                                                                      MADRID                             www.ifema.es

March 2016

15-17            ISNR Abu Dhabi                                                                     ABU DHABI                        www.isnrabudhabi.com

15-17             Firefighting Middle East                                                        ABU DHABI                        www.isnrabudhabi.com

15-17            Occupational Safety and Health Middle East                    ABU DHABI                        www.isnrabudhabi.com

22-24            The Health and Safety Event                                               BIRMINGHAM                   www.healthandsafetyevents.co.uk

April 2016

12-13            Tank World Expo                                                                    DUBAI                                www.easyfairs.com

17-21            SPIE DSS                                                                                 BALTIMORE                       www.spie.org

19-20            Fire Sprinkler International                                                   MUNICH                             www.firesprinklerinternational.com

27                 IOSH Middle East                                                                  MUSCAT                            www.iosh.co.uk

May 2016

8-11              TOS+H EXPO                                                                          ISTANBUL                          www.toshexpo.com

9-12              SOFEX Jordan                                                                        AMMAN                             www.sofexjordan.com

16-18            SSS Arabia                                                                              DAMMAM                          www.sss-arabia.com

June 2016

21-23            Safety & Health Expo                                                            LONDON                            www.safety-health-expo.co.uk

September 2016

5-7                OFSEC                                                                                     MUSCAT                            www.muscat-expo.com/ofsec

Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations, as this information is sometimes subject to change.
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The newspapers are full of the destruction
and devastation that ISIS has wrought on
northern Iraq. But in the south, where ISIS

has no significant presence, it is social unrest and
criminality that is the main security threat, says
Harlow International’s Mike Lord, who has a
distinguished military background and around 30
years’ security experience in the oil and gas sector.

Despite being home to 70 per cent of Iraq’s gas
reserves and 59 per of its oil reserves, Basra
continues to suffer from the legacy of decades of
war, sanctions, occupation and infighting. The
economic and social infrastructure is in need of
rehabilitation; diseases such as TB are endemic;
poverty and unemployment are rife, and the
average wage is less than US$500 a month.

“Basra needs homes, electricity, clean running
water, job opportunities, needs which have to be
addressed by the central government,” says Lord.
The new governor of Basra is pragmatic and keen
to draw on ‘oil dollars’ to expand public services,
he adds – but the drop in the oil price and the
impact of reduced oil revenues on the central
government budget means that those oil dollars are
slow to flow in.

“The people in the street see the oil and gas
coming out of the ground, but are not reaping the
benefits. When they are suffering from power cuts
in the searing heat and salty water coming out of
the tap, it causes resentment.” This has led to
demonstrations on the streets in and around Basra
and rising levels of criminality and social unrest,
Lord says.

However, while there have been some
demonstrations around the West Qurna and West
Qurna 2 area, oil companies in the field have been
largely unaffected, and work continues.

“ISIS has not to date targeted the hydrocarbons
sector in southern Iraq, but the security threat
remains as a result of other challenges and threats,
so people are still being picked up at the airport by
meet and greet services, going in armoured vehicles
to the oilfield, and from there to secure bases where
they operate their day-to-day activities,” says Lord. 

“Iraq is a very complex, tribal, sectarian
environment, so to any oil company looking to
enter the market, my advice would be to be
prepared as you possibly can be before you do so.
Iraq is a market where you don’t want to go in and
learn by your mistakes. You need to be aware of the
socio- economic, stability, security issues in
country; if you get it wrong, it is likely to impact on
the business very quickly. 

“There is opportunity in Iraq, but its remoteness
and the lack of key services means it is an expensive
place to do business. With the oil price currently
under US$40 a barrel, and a break-even price of
US$62-64, the wheels are slowly grinding to a halt.
The cost of doing business has gone up while the
oil price has gone down, which is leading to more
consolidation and competition, particularly in the
services industries.”

Security services under pressure
Security services are among those suffering from
cutbacks at the service provision level. “Companies

security

Better living conditions and employment opportunities could help to reduce the potential
for social unrest in southern Iraq, says Mike Lord, business development director at Iraq-
based Harlow International and managing director of its local security businesses, Al
Thaware Security Services (ATS-109) and Al Murabit Security Services (AMS-91).

TOP OF PAGE 13: Falling oil prices and
social unrest has hindered the security
services industry in Iraq. (Photo:
Harlow International)

“Basra needs
homes, electricity,

clean running
water, job

opportunities, 
needs which have 
to be addressed by

the central
government.”

Mike Lord, business development di-
rector at Harlow International
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Building a local
security industry
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are looking to cut security budgets by around 20 per cent – which
really has an impact where margins of eight to nine per cent are the
norm,” comments Lord. The big international security companies
which came to Iraq post-conflict are still here, but may be questioning
their future in the market.

This situation could, however, pose an opportunity for Harlow’s
two licensed local Iraqi security businesses, Baghdad-based Al Thaware
Security Services (ATS), which provides construction, defence and VIP
security services; and Basra-based Al Murabit Security Services (AMS),
which is focused on supporting the oil and gas industry. 

Under Lord’s leadership, the two companies have begun to challenge
the dominance of the traditional global security firms, and recently
became the first Iraqi private security companies to achieve the
PSC1.1. international standard – one of the highest recognitions of
industry excellence. ATS, for example, is providing both mobile and
static security services for the Trade Bank of Iraq, with a training
programme at every branch. 

Both companies employ 95 per cent of their workforce from the
local market, building local knowledge, skills and expertise.

“Our Iraqi companies are now on a par with any international
security company in terms of accreditation and standards, and being
local entities, are very price competitive,” states Lord. “We are now
able to tender for work with the IOCs and are looking to prime
contracts rather than subcontracts. We are gaining traction and
starting to make an impact; we are the largest owner of armoured
vehicles in Iraq.” 

Given the role the companies are playing in providing jobs and

opportunities for the local community, rather than bringing in people
from outside, the Minister of Interior has been very supportive, adds
Lord, who is keen to promote further opportunities for Iraqis in the
security industry. 

“We’re looking at supporting and mentoring other Iraqi companies
to help them raise standards, so they are in tune with the
requirements of the IOCs and can do what we are doing.”

The IOCs and major investors should do more to contribute to
social and economic development, he feels, and help the country to
address issues such as transparency. 

“Most western companies look to bring in an external solution
rather than take the time to understand and work through the
complexities of Iraq’s tribal environment and the Sunni/Shi’a divide.
It is better to train and offer positions to the local community rather
than bring in people from outside – that is the way Iraq has to go.
That would help to build trust and heal wounds, and if there were
more money around so that people could buy products such as air
conditioning units and bottled water, it would help to reduce the
potential for social unrest. The work ethic is there – it just needs time
to embed the right culture.

“There are programmes to train and employ locals,” he continues.
“In the oil sector, for example, selected individuals are sent abroad or
to specialised institutions to study. 

“These programmes, however, need to be bigger, faster and more
effective in providing employment opportunities.”

While Iraq as a whole faces huge challenges in restoring law and
order, uniting its disparate factions and combating ISIS, in addition to

security
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tackling its social and economic problems, it is not
all gloom and doom. “There are positive things
happening,” says Lord, citing as an example the
US$7.75bn Bismayah New City project, which
Harlow is developing in partnership with a South
Korean contractor. Located on the outskirts of
Baghdad, this involves the building of 100,000 units
between 2012 and 2019 and is currently the world’s
largest residential project.

“Iraq wants to work to move forward, once we
have a coalition solution to its problems. There are
good things happening, old wounds that need
healing, new things that need to be brought in,
problems that need to be resolved. The government

recognises this, the governor of Basra recognises this
and wants to do more. We need to get the oil and gas
flowing, get the oil price back up again and help Iraq
to rebuild and move forward,” he concludes. �

Harlow International is an international
conglomerate based in Iraq, working across oil and
gas, defence, construction, government services and
the media. 95 per cent of its employees are Iraqi
citizens. Harlow’s network of companies advise and
support international governments and leading
FTSE100 companies operating across the region,
including Shell, Standard Chartered Bank and
Korean Aerospace Industries.

security
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“It is better to train
and offer positions

to the local
community rather

than bring in
people from outside

– that is the way
Iraq has to go.”

Mike Lord, business development
director at Harlow International

ABOVE: Planning is essential to ensuring
secure logistics and support are

available when working in southern
Iraq. (Photo: Harlow International)

• Do your research. Make sure you know where you are going, what the risk level is there and who will be
there to support you. 

• Who will take care of you when you get off the plane? Make sure you have good security logistics and
support in place from the outset. 

• Make sure people know where you are. Harlow uses sophisticated tracking systems that monitor people
and vehicles wherever they go in Iraq. This means it can respond quickly if something goes wrong.

• If you’re sick, don’t expect to go to a local hospital. How are you going to be looked after and taken out
of the country?

• Build relationships of trust with the locals. Good contacts and communication are key. Use an
interpreter to facilitate your contacts with locals.

• At the same time, avoid unnecessary risks when building local partnerships: make sure you have good
background information on your contacts and do your due diligence. 

• Everybody should go through some sort of HET-type (Hostile Environment Training). However,
learning unarmed combat is not necessary.

Top tips for staying safe in Iraq
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Aqualyte is the ideal hydration solution for construction companies. It was scientifically developed in Australia 
with a low sugar, hypotonic formula that is quickly absorbed by the body. It can be consumed daily to prevent 
heat-related illnesses and maintain high productivity. It is a cost effective way to keep your workforce healthy 
and prepared to work safely, especially during the summer months in the GCC.

Call now on +971 4 289 6001 for a more Hydrated, Productive and Safer workforce.
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From gloves and ear plugs,
to reusable respirators and
high-visibility vests, fake

and illegal PPE products are an
increasingly common problem
across a range of industrial
sectors. The number of illegally
manufactured and copied items
available to procurement
managers throughout the Middle
East has created a serious issue
for the PPE industry, with items
produced using substandard
materials or copycat methods. 

Often these products are
finished in such a way that, to the
untrained eye, it can prove
difficult, if not impossible, to
identify that they are fake.

There can be no doubt that
the size of the global PPE market
has made it an attractive option
for manufacturers of illegal and
counterfeit products. According
to a 2015 Research and Markets
report, the global PPE market has
been projected to be worth
US$8.48bn by the end of 2020
with a CAGR of six per cent from
2015-2020.

In the UK, the British Safety
Industry Federation (BSIF) has
taken a stand by calling on the
country’s construction industry
to ensure correct PPE is used by
its workforce, highlighting that
the difference between using fake

PPE products and their
authentic counterparts could be
life and death. 

David Lummis, CEO of BSIF,
states, “Many of these counterfeit
products arrive [in the UK] in
containers from the Far East and
can be readily purchased via
online auction sites or from
street markets. 

“It is quite easy to buy
containers of ‘safety’ equipment
direct, and without the correct
quality control procedures in
place, the buyer will not have a
clue what they are purchasing,
thereby endangering lives.”

Sometimes, even the most
experienced and knowledgeable
health and safety experts can find
it difficult to identify whether a
product is compliant and meets
the required performance
standards.

In order to help end users
determine whether or not their
products are the real deal, the
BSIF has compiled a checklist
that enables specifiers and users
of PPE to identify potentially
non-compliant products. 

The questions on the checklist
vary from whether or not a ‘CE’
mark, which must be placed on
products sold throughout the
European market, is present on
the product, and whether or not

the mark is in the correct font
and at least five millimetres high.
It also asks whether written
instructions for use were
provided with the product and, if
so, whether the instructions are
printed in clear and legible text.
The name and address of the
manufacturer should also be
detailed on the user instructions. 

Answering no to any of these
questions could mean that the
user has procured a fake product,
increasing the likelihood that the
purchased product is
substandard and more likely to
fail to protect its user.

In a global environment 
where no uniformly-accepted
international safety and health
standards currently exist, it can
be extremely difficult for
employers to ensure that they
create workplaces that are safe for
their workers.

Whether it is designed for the
neck protection or body
protection, PPE can be very
broad in its application and
usages. As the range of available
equipment continues to diversify
and expand, opportunities for
counterfeiters are increasing.

Many firms are also finding
the challenge of educating users
on the importance of using
original and certified equipment

PPE

An increasing number of fake and illegal PPE products have been entering the market place as manufacturers
of copycat products look to take advantage of customers unwilling to pay for original and quality equipment.
As many industry bodies point out, however, saving a buck or two on PPE equipment could prove to be the
difference between life and death. 

TOP OF PAGE 17: Counterfeit PPE products
can often be difficult to identify as fakes.
(Philip Lange/Shutterstock.com)

“It is quite easy to
buy containers of

‘safety’ equipment
direct, and without
the correct quality
control procedures

in place.”

David Lummis, CEO of BSIF
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is becoming harder due to an
influx of fakes, primarily from
nations with few or poorly
regulated safety standards. In 
the UK, one firm was forced to
issue a warning about safety
helmets two years ago following
an influx of poor quality
equipment from Asia. 

Personal protective equipment
provider JSP issued a warning
that advised customers to be wary
of counterfeit safety helmets,
some of which testers were able
to break simply by using their
bare hands.

JSP said that the equipment
resembled the company’s MkII
safety helmets, noting that the
counterfeits could be identified
from the genuine product by
establishing whether the symbols
“Burley” and “MkII” were located
under the hat’s brim. 

“If the helmet is fake, these
logos should be visible in this
location,” the company said. “The
instruction manual is an original

copy. Documents accompanying
the counterfeit products are
usually either non-existent, a
photocopy, poorly spelled, or
lacking contact details for the
manufacturer.”

PPE supplier Slingsby says 
that the issue of counterfeit
equipment continues to be a
growing problem, noting that
retailers and distributors should
be held accountable. 

Slingsby has offered its backing
to a proposed European directive
that would make those who sell
PPE take responsibility to ensure
that the products they sell meet
the required safety standards. 

Lee Wright, marketing director
for Slingsby, remarks, “Over the
last couple of years, it’s been well-
publicised that cheap,
substandard, and even counterfeit
PPE is finding its way into the UK. 

“A lot of the examples we have
seen are badly made and fail to
offer any real protection, as well
as being non-compliant with

safety standards. Some products
even come with falsified
certifications. The fact that to 
the untrained eye, many of these
products still look the part, 
often makes it difficult to spot
they are fake.

“At the moment,
manufacturers are solely
responsible for checking
products comply with
performance standards, but a
new European PPE directive,
which is currently being
circulated in draft form, would
close a loophole that enables
companies to sell substandard
products without being
accountable for their quality.
Under the proposals, companies
selling these products would have
to keep records about their stock
and ensure products meet
required standards. This has to be
welcome news for the industry.”

The UK’s Trades Union
Congress (TUC), also noted the
rise of substandard PPE is partly

down to kit being imported that
has been made for use outside
Europe where standards are often
lower, and partly down to
counterfeiting. 

In a July 2012 report on the
subject, the TUC said,
“Counterfeit PPE is on the
increase, with well-established
product brands or designs being
the primary target. In some
sectors over half the products
tested were counterfeit.”

The union added that just
because a product has the letters
‘CE’ stamped on it, it did not
mean that it conforms with
European standards, noting that
while it stands for Conformité
Européene, it could also stand for
China Export. 

In the Middle East, especially
in major transportation and
logistical hubs such as Dubai and
Abu Dhabi, shipments of
counterfeit PPE equipment can
often make their way to sellers
and eventually end users through
undocumented sales channels. 

A willingness to save money by
purchasing substandard
equipment can often be tempting
to those looking to keep down
costs, but the lack of clarity in a
product’s usage due to missing or
unintelligible supplied
instructions can leave the end
user uninformed as to how to use
the product effectively and, most
importantly, safely. �

PPE
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“A lot of the
examples we 
have seen are 

badly made and 
fail to offer any 
real protection.”

Lee Wright,
marketing director for Slingsby
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Guido Van Duren, president of the European
Safety Federation, and director - global
regulatory compliance for PPE products at

glove manufacturing giant Ansell, is leading the
charge to change the EN 388 Standard as head of the
working committee, overseeing the introduction of
updated testing methodology and additional clauses
to the Standard.
The revised Standard will apply to all protective

gloves available throughout the European market,
except for single use gloves, enabling customers to
make more informed decisions based on up-to-date
and relevant testing data. 
At more than 20 years old, the current Standard

has required an update for some time as innovations
in glove manufacturing continue apace. 
“The first Standard appeared in 1994. We made

some editorial changes in 2003, but only editorial
changes to make things a little clearer,” says Van Duren,
who is a leading expert within the global glove
manufacturing industry. “We have a situation where
the market has changed due to a lot of new
innovations in glove manufacturing. Normally
Standards drive innovation, but here it has been the
other way around, as innovations within the
industry are driving the Standard.” 
The current Standard and testing methodology,

says Van Duren, has become inapplicable. 
The EN 388 Standard is broken down into four

levels of testing – abrasion resistance, blade cut
resistance, tear resistance and puncture resistance –
each of which are graded from zero to four, where
four is the highest attainable level, except for blade
cut resistance which is graded from zero to five. 
Of the Standard’s current four levels, abrasion

resistance and blade cut resistance will be changed.
As Van Duren explains, “The abrasive paper used in
the test and defined in the Standard is no longer
available, as the supplier of that material stopped
supplying or producing it.” 

The test involves abrading the glove sample with
the abrasive paper and examining how many times
the paper needs to wear through the glove. 
“With that abrasive paper no longer available,

certification and notified bodies have started to use
alternative papers, which they think are the most
suitable as defined by the Standard,” he notes. “All of
those papers are very inconsistent in quality, meaning
we have entered a situation where one notified body is
using paper A and another notified body is using
paper B, providing different results. This is unreliable
and is causing trouble and confusion within the
market, and of course leading to accidents.”
The major change to the Standard guidelines,

says Van Duren, will be made to the blade cut
resistance testing, with an additional test being
added to the level. According to the methodology of
the current Standard, a circle of blades travels over
the sample back and forth, measuring the amount
of cycles required to cut through the test specimen. 
Initially designed for low-resistant textile

materials, Van Buren says the test is no longer
applicable to the more technical fibres now available
in the market, such as glove samples containing
stainless steel or glass fibres. 
“The reason it does not work is that these fibres

dull the blade,” he explains. “After a while it starts to
run over your sample, but it doesn’t really cut
anymore, so you get all kinds of false results. What
happened was that some gloves could not be cut, so
some notified bodies started using old
interpretations to attribute the higher levels. 
“Sometimes we see some gloves on the market

that claim levels four or five that are not based on
the testing methodology, because it didn’t work, but
based on expertise advised by the notified body.” 
While alternative tests are available, Van Buren

says these do not correlate at all with the current
blade cut resistance test machine, leading to
confusion in the market. 

PPE

After more than 20 years, EN 388 – the European Standard governing gloves that provide protection
against mechanical risks – is finally being updated. Guido Van Duren, president of the European
Safety Federation, speaks to Health, Safety & Security Review Middle East about how changes to
the Standard will improve safety in a variety of industries and offer greater clarity to customers.

TOP OF PAGE 19: Like many sectors of
the PPE industry, glove manufacturing
has embraced innovation in recent
years. (Photo: Olinchuk)

PAGE 20: The revised EN 388 Standard
will feature two additional levels
focusing on blade cut resistance and
impact protection. (Photo: SasinT)

“Normally
Standards drive

innovation, but here
it has been the

other way around,
as innovations

within the industry
are driving the

Standard.”
European Safety Federation president

Guido Van Duren
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“Also, to a certain extent, we see level five gloves that do not protect
very well against cuts, thereby causing accidents,” he notes. “And that’s
really the biggest problem we have faced.” 
The revised EN 388 Standard will maintain the current blade cut

test for gloves that do not show the dulling effect, but for those that do
will instead switch over to an additional test method based on the
existing ISO 13997 testing methodology. 
“It’s a different concept, because instead of a circular blade where

you measure the amount of cycles to cut through, with the ISO cut you
have a razor blade and you cut over the sample and measure the load
required to cut over the test specimen, measuring the amount of
Newtons required to cut through the test specimen,” Van Duren
explains. This test will be rated from levels A to F, rather than zero to
five, because the current blade cut and the ISO cut do not correlate
with each other, with the ISO cut now marked as an additional fifth
level to the revised Standard.  

Introducing level six
The additional fifth level will be joined by an optional sixth level
referring to impact protection. 
As Van Buren explains, some gloves today feature little bumpers on

the back of the hand, especially on those designed for use within the oil
and gas industry. 
“Everyone appears to claim that those gloves with protective

bumpers have “the best impact protection gloves in the market”, but
there is no Standard available to substantiate it. 
“With more and more of these types of gloves available, we decided

we needed to have a test to substantiate the claim and have introduced
a new testing methodology, based on EN 13594, which is a Standard
for motorcycle gloves.” 
The test for the new optional sixth level involves a load of two and a

half kilogrammes falling on the bumpers on the glove material so the
impact energy can be measured as part of a pass or fail test. 
“If you pass you can apply a letter B as your sixth level,” Van Buren

states. “If you don’t pass you put nothing and you remain with your
five levels, and you cannot claim impact protection providing
additional safety for the end user.”

A long time in the making
The working group, which convenes under the umbrella of the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN), started the exercise
of revising the current Standard more than seven years ago. Over that

www.hssreview.me | ISSUE 1 2016
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period, as protective glove designs have evolved, the group leading
the charge to update the Standard has had to compromise and stay
abreast of the industry. 
“We have faced resistance on certain things we’re trying to change,

but we’re always trying to look for a compromise,” says Van Duren.
“With the abrasion test there has been little resistance, because we
knew there had to be new paper. We tested several abrasive papers
versus several glove materials and found that the paper we defined in
the new Standard correlates best with the old paper.” 
Van Duren says that the group found that in 95 per cent of the

gloves tested, the same levels were obtained as with the previous
paper used, leading to some resistance from the five per cent that
received a different result. He puts that resistance down to the fact
that the result was usually a lower result than before.

Educating the customer
While much of the industry has remained in the dark over the
majority of changes to the EN 388 Standard, two parts of the test –
tear resistance and puncture resistance – will remain unchanged.
Both tests Van Buren describes as simple tests that currently require
no amendments. 
The priority, he says, will remain on getting the new guidelines

adopted by all CEN member states and published as soon as possible.
Following that there will be a period of market education, led by Van
Buren and his colleagues on the working group committee. 
“People are, so far, not aware of it because the Standard is not yet

official,” he notes. “It’s still going through the formal voting period,
where all member states need to express their formal vote, but we
expect this to happen early this year. 
“The fact that I’ve been leading this committee means I know that

we’ve reached a final draft and it will not change anymore. It’s a
formal voting period and it’s an administrative thing where we need
to translate the Standard into different languages, but we have the
industry’s support,” he adds. 
While many within the industry remain unaware about what the

changes will entail, Van Buren is confident that much of the
confusion that arises from the current Standard will be ironed out.
“The customer will need education to understand the six levels.

We’re establishing a two-year programme where we are preparing
guides and promotional material explaining what is new in EN 388.
We’ve also been filming all of the new testing methods at one of the
notifying body’s labs in Belgium, demonstrating how the tests work.
“The improvements will lead to more safety to the user, because

with these improvements we are going to be able to give more
reliable data under more consistent tests.”

Leading the way
Not a company to miss a trick, leading glove manufacturer Ansell, for
whom Van Buren is director of global regulatory compliance for PPE
products, has already invested heavily in the new EN 388 testing
equipment, as the company aims to practice what it preaches.
“At Ansell, we know what’s going to change within the Standard.

We have already submitted our protective gloves to a notified body
and I’ve asked them to test according to the revised Standard. By the
time the Standard is officially published we will just need to push a
button and we can start applying the new figures to our gloves.”
Ansell has already made major investments towards meeting the

criteria of the new testing methodology, equipping its manufacturing
plants and laboratories with the relevant equipment. 
“The levels we’re going to claim in the market, we are going to

guarantee,” he asserts. 

Next steps
After seven long, hard years of discussions, experiments, revisions
and lobbying, Van Buren shows no sign of slowing down as he looks
to take the Standard’s influence far beyond the EU borders in which
it will be enacted. 
“One of the things I’m going to push and lobby for is to make the

EN 388 a joint ISO/EN Standard,” he reveals.  
“It’s going to take a while – probably another five or so years – and

while not everyone outside of the EU is a member of CEN,
everybody is a member of ISO. 
“I’m lobbying with some other major companies who are

supportive towards this aim, meaning it will be even easier for
regions outside of Europe, such as the Middle East, to accept the
revised Standard.” �
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The publication in 2015 of a
revised Approved Code of
Practice (ACOP) for the

UK’s Confined Spaces Regulations
1997 offers the ideal opportunity
to review policies, procedures and
competences for situations where
employees are required to work in
a confined space, particularly as
there can be some debate or
confusion over what specifically
defines a confined space. Part of
that review should also consider
the implications of the access and
work activities to be undertaken
within the confined space. This
could include the method of access
and provisions for working at
height and should always ensure
compliance with other relevant
statutory requirements.   

The Health & Safety Executive
(HSE) defines a confined space as
an area that is substantially,
although not always entirely,
enclosed and where serious
injuries can occur from hazardous
substances or conditions such as
lack of oxygen within the space.
Confined spaces can include silos,
storage tanks, reaction vessels,
sewers and enclosed drains, open
topped chambers, vats and
ductwork. The specified risks
associated with working in such
spaces are defined as:

• The serious injury to any
person at work arising from a
fire or explosion;

• The loss of consciousness
arising from an increase in 
body temperature;

• The loss of consciousness 
or asphyxiation arising from
gas, fume, vapor or the lack 
of oxygen;

• The drowning of any person 
at work arising from an increase
in the level of liquid;

• The asphyxiation of any person
at work arising from a free
flowing solid; or

• The inability to reach a
respirable environment due 
to entrapment by a free-
flowing solid.

These risks may be inherent
because of the nature or purpose
of the enclosed space, or they
could be introduced by the activity
being undertaken within the space.
For example, a vessel which has
been used to contain solvent
would probably have an existing
significant risk from explosion, fire
or low oxygen levels. On the other
hand, a drained and isolated water
tank may have little in the way of
an identifiable specified risk in
itself, but if the work to be carried
out involves a function such as

welding, a significant risk of
explosive gases, oxygen depletion,
toxic fumes or increase in body
temperature is being introduced.

To assist in the identification of
confined spaces, the new ACOP
includes a flow chart designed to
steer the user towards the right
conclusion and, hopefully, avoid
any confusion or
misinterpretation. Other additions
include a new section on actions
for workspaces with a reduced
oxygen concentration and an
alignment with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health
Regulations 2002 for a
requirement for fit testing of
respiratory protective equipment.

Assessing the risk
Under the Management of Health
and Safety at Work Regulations
1999, a suitable and sufficient
assessment must be carried out for
all work activities to determine
what measures are necessary for
safety. In relation to work in
confined spaces, this involves
identifying the hazards present,
assessing the risks and deciding on
the appropriate control measures.
Generally, the assessment will
mean looking at the task, the
working environment, working
materials and tools, the suitability

safety

Stephen Morris, training sales manager with Capital Safety Training UK, looks at
the safety of workers in confined spaces.

ABOVE: Confined spaces can take many
forms such as silos, storage tanks,
reaction vessels, sewers and enclosed
drains. (Photo: Yongyut Rukkachatsuwa)

PAGE 24: Working in confined spaces
poses risk, but risk can be managed if
the correct strategies are in place.

“In many situations,
a non-entry rescue

is the safest
solution for all
parties, and the

only time an entry
rescue should be

attempted is when
the use of a non-
entry technique is

likely to place 
the injured or

trapped worker in
greater danger.”

Stephen Morris, training sales for
Capital Safety Training UK
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of those carrying out the task and
arrangements for emergency
rescue. Where the assessment
identifies risks of serious injury,
the Confined Spaces Regulations
1997 apply, and these contain the
following key duties:
• Where possible, avoid the 

need to enter a confined space
by carrying out the work from
the outside;

• If working within the confined
space is unavoidable, follow a
safe system of work; and

• Ensure that adequate
emergency arrangements are in
place before the work starts.

In the course of assessing the
risks it is quite likely that the
requirements of other health and
safety regulations, such as the
‘Provision of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) Regulations’
may need to be addressed.

Working at height
Under the Working at Height
Regulations 2005, someone can be
considered to be working at height
in any place, including at or below
ground level, where there is a risk
of a person falling a distance likely
to cause an injury the measures
required by these Regulations must
be in place. 

When assessing the risk of a fall
from an access point, it is not only
the person carrying out the work
that needs to be taken into
consideration – it is anyone who
might be in the area of that access
point. In cases where workers are
accessing drains or service tunnels
via a manhole, this could include

members of the public. In terms of
risk control, the best way to protect
a person from a fall is to remove or
exclude them from the risk area.
So, any person not needing to be
exposed to the fall risk should be
excluded by use of physical
barriers and signage. For anyone
who needs to be in the vicinity of
the risk area, the options to
prevent a fall using fall prevention
equipment must be taken into
consideration. This usually means
the use of harness and work
restraint systems attached to
suitable anchor points. The final
option is fall arrest equipment
using a suitable fall arrest lanyard
or self-reeling lifeline (SRL).  

Falls while entering or exiting
confined spaces are common, often
resulting from the use of poorly
maintained climbing structures,
poor lighting or space restrictions.
For workers who have to access the
area at height, usually the only
option that provides protection
from injury in the case of a fall is
fall-arrest equipment. Personal fall
arrest systems incorporate three
components, often described as the
ABCs of fall protection, which are
an anchorage/anchorage
connector, body support and
connecting device. In some
situations, it may be necessary to

use suspended access techniques to
lower the worker into the confined
space using a davit and winch. In
this case, the back-up of an SRL
fall arrest system is also necessary,
and it is common practice to use a
retrievable type of SRL to offer the
capability of rescue in the event
the worker gets into difficulty
whilst in the confined space.

In case of emergency
As previously stated, plans for
working in a confined space
should always include provision
for rescue should an accident
occur and the worker involved is
unable to exit the area unaided. 

Circumstances will always
differ, and methods of rescue need
to take into account the specific
hazards to both victim and
rescuers involved. However, in
many situations, a non-entry
rescue is the safest solution for all
parties, and the only time an entry
rescue should be attempted is
when the use of a non-entry
technique is likely to place the
injured or trapped worker in
greater danger. In general, it is safe
to say that rescues from confined
spaces – particularly those with
difficult or at-height access – are
too complicated and dangerous for
untrained or non-experts to

attempt. Emergency services and
industrial entry specialists are
highly trained in rescue strategies
and the use of specialised
equipment that may be critical to
the survival of a trapped or injured
worker. In any situation which
leads to the need for rescue,
obviously speed of reaction is of
the essence, which underlines the
importance of having a ready-
prepared, comprehensive plan in
place. A sensible precaution is to
have designated competent people
who can quickly perform their
assigned rescue duties if an
emergency occurs, and it is the
employer’s responsibility to ensure
that these individuals are suitably
trained and equipped.

Working in confined spaces,
particularly when combined with
the need to access or work within
them at height, poses risk, but risk
can be managed if the correct
strategies are in place. By taking
the time to review the appropriate
legislation and the guidance
offered by the HSE, employers can
ensure they are, to the best of their
ability, providing a safe working
environment where the risk of
death or serious injury is limited. �

For further information visit
www.capitalsafety.com

safety
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Intersec 2016, which will take
place at Dubai International
Convention and Exhibition

Centre on 17-19 January, will
bring together businesses,
organisations and experts from
across the region’s security, safety
and fire protection industries. 

Ahmed Pauwels, CEO of event
organiser Messe Frankfurt
Middle East, said, “Safety and
security continues to be top
priority issues across the globe,
with governments and
companies pulling out all stops
to protect critical infrastructure,
and create safe and secure
environments in an increasingly
challenging global scenario.

“Intersec’s continued evolution
and growth into new areas is in
response to the clear direction in
which the regional and
international safety, security and
fire protection industries are
headed. We’re looking forward to
once again being the focal point
of the latest technologies and

innovations that will secure a
safer future for all.”

The five core sectors at the
event – Commercial Security,
Information Security, Fire and
Rescue, Safety and Health and
Homeland Security and Policing,
will be added to this year. A
Smart Home and Building
Automation section, featuring the
Smart Home Live Demonstration
area, which will see the likes of
Honeywell and WolfGuard
demonstrate their latest home
security, auto controlling, energy
management and multimedia
technology solutions.

Xin Chen, general manager of
Dahua Technology Middle East,
who will be actively participating
in the Smart Home and Building
Automation section, said, “Our
traffic solutions include radar
devices, speed and red light
enforcement, while our mobile
solutions focus on public
transportation, police vehicles,
and school buses. 

“We will also demonstrate how
our smart buildings systems can
integrate CCTV, access control,
video intercoms and alarms into
one platform.

“Presently, the Middle East is
the biggest potential market for
CCTV, and there are large
demands from Africa as well,”
added Chen. “As a professional
security products manufacturer,
we need to let people understand
their life can be perfectly
protected by demonstrating
professional security knowledge
in a simple and easy solution.”

Marwan Khoury, marketing
manager for network video
surveillance provider Axis
Communications in the Middle
East and Africa, remarked, “The
world is truly becoming global
and we’re increasingly focusing
on emerging markets – such as
the Middle East and Africa –
which represent about 27 per
cent of our revenue now, and are
growing every year.

events

The Middle East’s leading security, safety and fire protection trade exhibition is
set to return to Dubai in January for its 18th edition, promising a host of new
and returning features, as well as a packed conference programme. 

ABOVE: Intersec will return to Dubai
International Convention and
Exhibition Centre on 17-19 January
2016. (Photo: Messe Frankfurt)

“Safety and 
security continues
to be top priority
issues across the

globe, with
governments and
companies pulling

out all stops to
protect critical

infrastructure, and
create safe 
and secure

environments.”
Ahmed Pauwels, 

CEO of Messe Frankfurt 
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“In the Middle East and Africa,
the total network video
surveillance market was worth
about US$420mn in 2014, and
there’s going to be a very healthy
increase until 2019.”

Elsewhere on the show floor
will be a Jobs and Careers
Pavilion that will highlight career
opportunities for safety and
security professionals, while a
Drones and Unmanned Aerial
Surveillance Pavilion is also
among the show’s new additions.

International profile
More than 80 per cent of the
event’s exhibitors this year will be
based outside of the UAE,
highlighting Intersec’s
international reach. 

Of the 72 German exhibitors,
58 will be exhibiting on the
German government-backed
German Pavilion, including
CCTV providers Bosch Security
Systems and Grundig and fire
extinguisher manufacturers
Doeka and Viking. 

The 31 USA Pavilion exhibitors
and 42 stand-alone exhibitors
will include a host of fire and
rescue solution providers and
emergency vehicle lights and
sirens manufacturers. 

Greg Scott, general manager of
US-based Code 3, stated,
“Intersec gives us the
opportunity to meet with key
decision makers from the Middle
East market to discuss their
needs, whether current or future.
Additionally, our participation
gives us one-on-one time to
showcase our latest products and

discuss their application to fit
each agency’s needs.”

Alongside the US and German
Pavilions, there will be 12 more
country pavilions including
Canada, China, Italy, South
Korea, the UK and, for the first
time at Intersec, France, the
Czech Republic and India.

Education and discussions
Alongside the exhibition, 
Intersec 2016 will also feature
four separate conferences and
workshops, which will aim to
offer participants strategic
insights into new developments,
innovations and changing trends
within the occupational health,
fire safety, cyber and
infrastructure security markets.

Held on the first day of the
event, the Safety Design in
Buildings Workshop will provide
a GCC-wide debating platform
for safety professionals, focusing
on best practice within the
construction industry.

The Occupational Health and
Safety Conference, held over the

first two days of the show will
focus on HSE management
across all levels of business, while
the Middle East Fire Conference,
held on days two and three, will
bring together fire safety
professionals to discuss fire
detection issue, suppression and
mitigation, and human
behaviour in fire situations.

The Intersec Critical
Infrastructure Security,
Protection and Resilience
Conference, also held on the final
two days of the show, will look at
the changing nature of natural
and man-made threats, covering
topics such as terrorism, cyber-
attacks and climate change, and
the potential challenges they each
pose to economies throughout
the Middle East. 

According to organisers Messe
Frankfurt Middle East, more than
200 safety and security experts
from across a range of industries
have signed up to attend the
event’s various conferences,
representing leading businesses
and industry organisations. �
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“Intersec gives us
the opportunity to

meet with key
decision makers
from the Middle

East market 
to discuss 

their needs.”

Code 3 general 
manager Greg Scott
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BIOMETRIC SECURITY
The biometric security solutions industry will
be promoting itself to the Middle East market
at this year’s edition of Intersec. 

Economic development and increasing
security concerns throughout the region have
led to a sharp increase in the demand for
biometric security products and access
control solutions. 

Governments and a growing number of
industry sectors have been embracing new
biometrics technologies, including system
technologies that focus on voice, retina, facial,
vein and gait recognition, as well as
fingerprint matching and DNA identification. 

Among the company’s set to showcase their
solutions at Intersec 2016 will be Suprema
who will demonstrate BioStation A2, a
leading-edge fingerprint access control and
time and attendance system.   

Young S. Moon, executive vice-president of
South Korean company Suprema, said
regional governments and corporations have
been adopting new identification and
authentication technologies to boost defences
against potential fraud, cyber-threats and
organised crime.

“We consider the Middle East as a key
market with untapped growth potential,”
remarked Moon. “The market has vigorous
economic growth, high acceptance towards
biometric solutions and a demand for high-
end technology.”

AllGoVision, an advanced video analytics
solution provider, will showcase its 3D Facial
Recognition System, which uses facial
recognition technology via IP video
surveillance to compare facial features with a
database of stored facial features to identify
potential threats or a VIP customer.

Ashwin Amarapur, director of AllGoVision,
commented, “In city surveillance, the 3D
Facial Recognition System is used to identify
Black Listed people or known criminals, but
in the case of hospitality or banking the use
relates more to ‘White Lists’ – for example,
visitors identified as a VIP guests or high net
worth individuals. Bank or hotel service staff
would be alerted of their arrival in advance
and can take necessary care of the valued
customer or display an automated welcome
note in the electronic board at the entrance.”

Other leading biometric security solutions
providers set to be in attendance at Intersec
2016 will include Matrix Comsec, an access
control and surveillance solution provider,
Dubai-based Business Automation & Security
System (BASS), US-headquartered Iris ID,
Swiss firm Touchless Biometric Systems and
WatchNet Access from Canada.

“Growth potential” for biometric security solutions on show at Intersec
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
The use of fake personal protective equipment (PPE) can lead to
devastating consequences, including injury or even death, if one is
using a substandard helmet. 

Safety gear manufacturer JSP’s helmet with unique shield shape, and
its badge of identity, therefore becomes ever more important owing to
the increasing penetration of cheap, illegal, counterfeit helmets that fail
to meet the requirements of British and European Standard EN 397.

The carefully crafted shield shape has evolved over the last 40 years
for the purpose of distinguishing the helmet from others in the
marketplace and can be trusted by procurers, site managers and users
to give outstanding head protection with its exceptional quality and
durability, Intersec exhibitor JSP confirms. 

Best-selling models in JSP’s core range of EVO helmets include
EVOLite, which the firm says is the strongest yet lightest industrial
safety helmet, and Mk8 Evolution, which it claims is the world’s
strongest safety helmet.

JSP’s Gavin Shaw says, “The JSP shield badge of origin is universally
recognised as a trusted trade mark of JSP. The distinctive front shape
of the JSP core range of helmets is the identity that has become
strongly recognised with the quality and reliability of our products.”

Gavin adds: “JSP urges wearers of industrial head protection to look
for JSP’s distinctive shield shape badge of origin. That way they know
they will be protected at work, and avoid vulnerability to serious
injury should the worst happen.”

Because each JSP helmet is unique, wearers can also use JSP’s online
tracing and verification system at www.jspcheck.com to validate the
DNA of their helmets in a matter of seconds by using each helmet’s
individual barcode, which allows it to be tracked throughout its life. 

MANAGING HAZARDS
Asbestos was used as building material for
most of the 20th century and is favoured
among engineers for its insulation properties.
Pipes, boilers and heaters – all used asbestos
in different forms to keep heat within. 

Mechanical insulation found in boilers,
vessels, tanks and pipes often have a high
asbestos content. Asbestos is also a fire-
resistant material and helps prevent damage
inside a building’s steel frames, doors,
staircases and risers. 

However, the increasing use of asbestos
leads to lung disease and cancer. With
increasing asbestosis cases across the world,
this is where Hazard Management Services
(HMS) manages to keep the hazardous
material at bay, ensuring a workplace is safe
to operate in.

HMS uses five descriptive processes that
include presumptive surveys; risk assessment,
identification and quantification of
hazardous materials such as asbestos, lead,
polychlorinated biphyneyls and TBTs; register

preparation; abatement programmes; and
disposal (only for clients in India). With
increased industrialisation, it is necessary that
asbestos is done away with and instead
replaced with more worker-friendly products. 

India, where HMS is headquartered, has
banned asbestos mining domestically but is
the largest importer of the product from
Russia. India currently consumes 15 per cent
of the total world asbestos production as per
US Geological Survey estimates. WHO has
reported that white asbestos causes cancer
and fifty countries have already banned the
use and import of the building material. 

HMS outlines that its main aim is hazard
mitigation through strategic handling,
management and disposal. Approved as
Lloyd’s Register Service Supplier and Bureau
Veritas-approved ISO 9001 & OHSAS 18001,
HMS has an experience of more than a
decade for managing hazardous materials in
industrial as well as marine sectors.

www.hmsglobal.co.in

Hazard Management Services urges effort to mitigate risk of asbestos 

Avoiding injuries by checking the authenticity

HMS outlines that its main aim is hazard mitigation
through strategic handling, management and
disposal. (Photo: Asbestos Testing/Flickr)
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Maker of the world’s first
1000-camera
surveillance appliance,

AgilityGrid will be exhibiting at
Intersec 2016 to showcase patented
technologies in the arena of CCTV
solutions. CEO Costa Boukouvalas
(pictured) spoke to Health, Safety
& Security Review Middle East
(HSSR) about the future plans of
the company in the region.

HSSR: As the maker of the world’s
first 1000-camera surveillance
appliance, what  projects are
working on in the Middle East at
the moment? 
Costa Boukouvalas:We service a
number of clients across the GCC
ranging from medium-sized
businesses to enterprise
organisations. Their surveillance
needs range from 100 to up to
10,000 camera systems for uses
such as central bank headquarters,
museums, university campuses,
government premises and more.

HSSR: How would you describe
the security solutions market in
the UAE?
CB: The UAE market continues to
grow with a lot of new
developments having kicked off in
the last couple of years in the lead
up to Expo 2020 Dubai. Similarly,
Qatar has many new projects
coming online as it continues to
prepare for the 2022 FIFA World
Cup. A lot of existing businesses are

also looking to install new or
upgrade existing systems to ensure
they fulfil their regulatory
requirements in the region.

HSSR: What should customers
look for in a good CCTV security
solution?
CB: It is very important to ensure
the solution chosen will achieve
consistent performance over time.
Generally, CCTV system
performance can degrade over
time due to data file fragmentation
issues. It is common to find that
video footage becomes choppy and
some may be lost due to these
issues. Our Rasilient CCTV storage
solution 6 has patented
technologies on board to avoid this
from happening. 

HSSR: How else can end-users be
assured that the system is
performing well?
CB: Rasilient’s built-in reporting
will allow them to set up baseline
performance metrics. These can be
used as KPI’s that users can
continue to measure against over
time. Currently, Rasilient is the
only product on the market that
offers this. It is important to note
that security solutions tend to get
put to the test only when there is an
incident and footage needs to be
retrieved and reviewed. This is
when CCTV operators find out
that if there is missing video, vital
for evidentiary purposes. 

Rasilient does not allow this to
happen because they will ensure
that no frames are lost via their on-
board technologies. If for any
reason a single frame is lost, then
the operator will be alerted on the
activity the instant it happens to
ensure prompt response.

HSSR: Are your software solutions
tailor-made for devices like mobile
phones as well?
CB: Security operators can view
footage on their mobile whenever
necessary, which can be very useful
for guard patrols. We also offer
Viakoo, a relatively new and unique
product which does end-to-end
CCTV monitoring and auditing.
This is very useful for large security
companies who service multiple
customers. They can now set up
mobile phone alerts and
notifications of how their systems
are performing at multiple sites
and locations around the world.  

HSSR: How easy to install are
AgilityGrid’s products? How
failsafe are they?
CB: All our products work on an
open-platform architecture, which
allows you to easily integrate the
most innovative hardware and
software together from a multitude
of different vendors. 

This allows us to incorporate
redundancy into our solutions to
ensure consistent 24x7 operations,
365 days a year.

events

“The CCTV market is gaining huge popularity
due to safety and security concerns.”

“AgilityGrid is 
the only 

solutions provider
with complete
performance

visibility — from
camera, through
VMS, to storage.”

Costa Boukouvalas,
CEO of AgilityGrid
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HSSR: What challenges or threats do you face
from a cyber security perspective?
CB: From a cyber-security standpoint, we still
have a lot of customers that prefer to separate
their IT and CCTV networks fearing easy
intrusion. In conjunction with Fortinet, the
world’s premier firewall vendor, Rasilient has
developed its own firewall that segregates the
CCTV network from the IT network, while only
allowing in pre-determined and encrypted
remote connections, and is extremely useful for
remote support and configuration.

HSSR: Are there any new products from
AgilityGrid that you would like to speak about?
CB:We are constantly looking for new and
innovative security solutions. We recently
introduced three new Australian products to the
Middle East that include:  

• Icetana: an adaptive, real-time video wall
analytics solution, which quickly identifies
anybody behaving unusually in the video feed.
This enables security operators to respond to
incidents faster and avoids incidents being
missed.

• Snap surveillance: a suspect tracking tool that
synchronises all camera views in the entire
network to follow someone as they move
through the site. This can be very useful for
city surveillance, public spaces, university
campuses, malls or hotels.  

•     SenSen networks: a business intelligence tool
built for smart cities that provides number
plate and facial recognition, people counting,
point-to-point speed detection, parking zone
monitoring, traffic management and many
more business analytics to transform CCTV
into a valuable business asset.

HSSR: What are you looking forward to at
Intersec 2016?
CB:We are looking forward to meeting our
existing customers and colleagues from the
industry along with introducing our innovative
products to new customers. This year Heitel, who
are the leaders in mobility CCTV where video is
streamed wirelessly via WiFi, 3G and 4G from
cars, buses, vans and security transport fleets, will
be joining us on our stand. �

Stand No: SA-H12 in Saeed Hall
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A chieving the highest
standards of health and
safety is today the utmost

priority of the oil and gas
industry. Safety of employees not
only brings in goodwill, but also
better business to a company. 
The 18th edition of Abu Dhabi

International Petroleum
Exhibition and Conference
(ADIPEC) in November 2015
dedicated a chapter to health and
safety aspects of the industry that
hosted the biggest and best names
in the global oil and gas industry. 
Hosting more than 2,000

exhibitors and a visitor count of
86,000 over a span of four days,
the event generated a lot of
interest even in these times of low
oil prices. 
National oil companies

(NOCs) included ADNOC,
BAPCO, Dolphin Energy, Kuwait
Oil Company, Qatar Petroleum
and Saudi Aramco, among
others. International oil
companies (IOCs) consisted of
names such as BP, Shell, Chevron,
ENI, Total, ExxonMobil, Statoil
and Mubadala Petroleum.

Revolving around the theme
‘Innovation and Sustainability in
a new energy world’, experts
spoke about the global challenge
facing the oil and gas industry 
to meet the increasing demand of
a dynamic and fast changing
world in a sustainable and
responsible manner. 
They said that “business as

usual” will not be enough to meet
these demands, adding that
innovation in products, services
and processes holds the key to
achieving safe, reliable, cost-
efficient energy solutions that
also achieve economic, social and
environmental sustainability
targets. “Companies must not
compromise critical industry
assets in their endeavour to
reduce costs,” said experts at the
ADIPEC Offshore and Marine
Conference 2015.
The experts at the event also

emphasised that companies and
contractors who choose to cut
health, safety, and environment
(HSE) funds risk suffering
serious consequences and even
greater cost implications.

Ibrahim Fahmy, marine
advisor at Zakum Development
Company (ZADCO) and
chairman of the ADIPEC 2015
Offshore and Marine Conference,
urged that companies maintain
their important assets and not
compromise health and safety
procedures, as safety should
always come first.
In addition, oil and gas

stakeholders in the offshore and
marine sector should have a
strategy to managing their
business and ensure that these
assets are operated by
professionals with the right
expertise. Fahmy explained that
retaining highly-qualified staff
through continuous education
and training programmes is
essential for the progress of the
industry, and for a company’s
long-term development. 
“Organisations should

continue to develop social and
educational programmes, which
feed the industry with qualified
people who form the backbone 
of the industry’s success,”
commented Fahmy.

events

Oil and gas experts discussed HSE practices at the annual event in Abu Dhabi in
November 2015 amidst plans to boost UAE offshore production.

ABOVE: Only 150 metres away from the
main exhibition floor, the new Offshore,
Marine and Heavy Equipment Zone

covered 8,000 gross sqm of space, with
a jetty that extended 500 metres long. 

“We are facing
challenges, but 

the energy 
sector will always

find its way around 
them through 

cost optimisation,
developments 
in technology 
and industry

collaboration, all 
of which 

ADIPEC enables.”
UAE Minister of Energy 

Suhail Al Mazrouei
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ADIPEC stresses on
safety while striving for cost-efficiency

Photo: ADIPEC 2015
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Some of the niche health and
safety companies exhibiting at
ADIPEC 2015 included Safety
Services Group, AlMansoori,
Pelican Products, ATG, Firevault
and Reda Fire & Hazard Control.

Conference speakers at the
inaugural ADIPEC Offshore and
Marine Conference 2015 also
included Omar Abu Omar, COO
of Tasneef; Hamad Al Maghrabi,
general manager – Marine
Services at Abu Dhabi Ports

Company (ADPC); Saif Al Hebsi,
senior VP of Abu Dhabi offshore
services company ESNAAD; 
Steve Kelly, president of
Occidental Petroleum Qatar;
Jean-Baptiste Faget, assets general
manager for Total EP UAE;
Christopher Bush, VP – Offshore
at TECHNIP; Joe Brincat, VP –
Middle East region at the
American Bureau of Shipping;
and Nagi Alyami, Marine
Manager at Qatar Petroleum.
Abu Dhabi also announced

plans to increase its offshore
production capacity so that it
accounts for 50 per cent of oil
output in the emirate by 2018.
With US$25bn worth of
investments in offshore oil
projects planned by ADNOC over
the next five years, industry
professionals are zeroing in on
research and development.
“The offshore sector is playing

an increasingly important role in
meeting the world’s growing

demand for energy, accounting
for about one third of global oil
production. Realising the
potential of offshore reserves,
which are often expensive and
complicated to tap into, requires
continuous industry innovation,”
remarked Christopher Hudson,
president – global energy at 
dmg events. 
ADIPEC 2015 saw more than

US$9bn worth of deals being
signed, according to Chris
Hudson, the head of energy
events at dmg events, who spoke
at the closing plenary.
“Based on our early survey

results and compared with last
year, the total amount of deals
signed at this year’s event will be
more than US$9bn, and in our
experience that doesn’t reflect the
biggest deals,” Hudson said as
ADIPEC 2015 closed.
Also speaking at the closing

plenary, Suhail Al Mazrouei, the
UAE Energy Minister, stated, 

“The response we have garnered
at ADIPEC is a sign of optimism
in the oil and gas industry and
testimony to the energy sector’s
resilience. Yes, we are facing
challenges, but the energy sector
will always find its way around
them through cost optimisation,
innovation, developments in
technology and industry
collaboration, all of which
ADIPEC enables.”
Held under the patronage of

the President of the United Arab
Emirates, HH Sheikh Khalifa Bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, and organised
by the global energy division of
dmg events, ADIPEC is the global
meeting point for oil and gas
professionals. ADIPEC 2015 took
place from 9-12 November at Abu
Dhabi National Exhibition Centre
(ADNEC) and was supported by
the UAE Ministry of Energy, the
Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company (ADNOC) and the Abu
Dhabi Chamber. �

“Companies must
not compromise
critical industry

assets in their
endeavour to 

reduce costs.”

Experts at ADIPEC 2015

ADIPEC 2015 broke previous years’ records by hosting more
than 86,000 visitors in the span of four days. (Photo: Shell)

events
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Organised by Easyfairs,
Tank World Expo
promises to bring

together the biggest names in the
storage industry in Dubai later
this year. The two-day event
showcases products and services
to industry professionals
worldover. Major supporters of
the show include Horizon
Terminals, ENOC, Fujairah Oil
Terminal, Gulf Petrochem and
Star Energy Oil Tanking as well as
suppliers such as Emerson Process
Management, Kanon Loading
Equipment, ATECO, Tank
Technology Engineering and
Endress+Hauser – expected to
launch their latest products and
services for the MENA markets. 
The show is also expected to be

fruitful for visitors as they can
witness first hand the various
offerings and services as well as
understand the projected industry
trends for the current financial

year. Bioethanol plant suppliers,
biogas plants and suppliers,
chemical industry specialists, oil
traders, port authorities, pipeline
management officials, product
manufacturers, product
distributors and members from
relevant government agencies can
benefit from the show agenda,
says the event organiser.
Dubai is the ideal host city,

mainly due to its proximity to the
biggest terminals in the region.
The UAE, considered the third
richest country in the world, is
the fourth largest producer of oil
with an estimated production of
2.5bn barrels of oil per day. In
addition, Fujairah is the second
largest bunkering port in the
world, with oil storage set to rise
to 7.8mn cu/m. 
The inclusion of Tank Storage

Middle East and Tank World
Expo to create a more
comprehensive event for MENA

is primarily due to the rise in
traction in the region’s storage
sector. Specifically, the
development of the world's
largest terminal in Oman and
Fujairah’s dominant industry
presence has further strengthened
the relevance of a mega event. 
The previous edition of Tank

World Expo was received well by
the industry, with many stating
how the inclusiveness of the event
benefited their business needs.
This year too, organisers are
hopeful of being able to create a
conducive and profitable business
atmosphere for exhibitors and
visitors alike. �

Visitor registration is now open.
To find out more about the show
as well as register online, please
visit www.tankworldexpo.com.
For more information about
booking your stand, please
contact mitra@stocexpo.com.

Tank World Expo – a merger of Tank Storage Middle East and Tank World Expo
– will be held between 12-13 April 2016 at the Dubai World Trade Centre, and
will cater to the entire MENA region.

“The inclusion of
Tank Storage 

Middle East and
Tank World Expo 

to create a
comprehensive

event for MENA is
due to the rise 

in traction in 
the region’s 

storage sector”
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A comprehensive
expo for MENA 
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WORKPLACE SAFETY
Brady Corporation’s 5S Plus
Guide elaborates on key safety
practices to be mindful of at a
workplace. The 5S Plus Guide
entails the essential elements
needed to enable operational
stability and encourage best
practices in safety. 
The five S's comprise:
• Sort: Eliminate non-essential
items by analysing the tools and
materials in your facility and
discarding unused items.

• Shine: Get the workplace
clean, maintain its appearance
and use preventative measures
to keep it clean.

• Set in Order: Focus on
organising equipment,
establishing safety measures,
and creating procedures,

product quality standards, 
and effective inventory and
material handling.

• Standardise:Make the
improved workplace a
standard by creating 
best practices.

• Sustain: Maintain
momentum, ensure 
employees know the

importance of workplace
organisation, and strive to
continuous improvement.

• Plus Safety: Make the
workplace safer by looking 
for any potential hazards 
and resolving them.
Brady officials believe that

visual aids are the best, most
effective way to communicate a

message on workplace safety.
Research suggests that around 75
per cent of knowledge is derived
from visuals, leading to the need
for effective visual aids, workplace
labels and signs. 
Through the BBP37

Sign&Label Printer, employees
can print out multicolour signs in
different shapes and sizes. The
printer is equipped with versatile
colour and cutting capabilities,
featuring 'drop in' consumables,
automatic label setup
configuration, LAN with optional
WiFi connectivity and a print
speed of 12.7 cm/ second.
By adopting such measures at

a workplace, the risks of onsite
accidents are greatly mitigated,
allowing a conducive atmosphere
for business to grow. 

CLOTHING 
Williamson-Dickie Mfg Co.,
manufactured the Original 874
Work Pant, which is now
considered among the most
popular apparel items in the
global work-wear industry.
The apparel, which draws its

origins from the USA, is made of
tried-and-tested materials such as
polyester (65 per cent) and cotton
(35 per cent), featuring wrinkle-
resistant twill with a built-in stain
release. This combination, Dickies
said, offers quality, durability and
extreme comfort in the
demanding weather conditions
that prevail in the Middle East.
Moreover, the Dickies 874 has the

“Original Dickies” fit that sits on
the waist and tapers down
slightly towards the legs. This
design offers the worker ease of
movement. In addition, there are
tunnel belt loops, which are
durable and practical. The
Worker Pant comes in a range of
sizes and colours. The company
even offers a wearer trial
programme for workers. 
Having been in the business of

making comfortable work
apparel since 1922, Dickies
believes it is adept at
comprehending various work
wear needs and the Work Pant
specifically represents ultimate
comfort and ease of use. 
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Dickies Work Pant provides the perfect fit for workers
in the Middle East

Visual aids to the rescue

innovations

Dickies’ Original Work Pant is designed for comfort.
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Construction companies operating in the
UAE and other Gulf countries may
benefit from doing business in the

region, but have to deal with extreme working
conditions. Mainly during summer, intense
sunlight and high temperatures pose several
risks to the health of labourers and make it
hard to complete complex large-scale projects
safely and on time. 
Considering the high rates of accidents in

the construction sector, UAE leaders have
decided to take the much-needed step to
mitigate the risk of such accidents. More
specifically, they are targeting heat-related
illnesses by implementing the Summer Work
Restriction Period annually between 15 June
and 15 September. 
In addition, companies are being instructed

to supply hydration solutions to the
workforce. Offering hydration solutions that
aim to maintain good health and productivity,
by facilitating the replacement of essential salts
that are lost through perspiration. 

Not all hydration solutions are formulated
equally, however. These days, several
hydration solutions are loaded with sugar
and artificial drinks are offered to workers.
This has stemmed mainly due to lack of
correct information about the components of
health drinks. 
Keeping in mind the prevalence of diabetes

and high blood pressure among the industrial
workforce, it’s more important now than ever
before to understand their needs and supply
the right kind of products that wouldn't harm
their health in the long run. 
While looking for a hydration solution,

there are some essential points to consider: 
• Sports drinks are high in sugar and often
quite acidic, which can damage teeth. They
are not designed for prolonged
consumption at work

• For prolonged consumption, a fluid with
four per cent or less sugar is recommended

• A hypotonic solution can increase
absorption by four to six times compared

to plain water and doesn’t contain needless
amounts of sugar and salt

• ORS products are best kept in the clinics
while hypotonic drinks should be offered
on site

• A drink with good taste (natural flavours)
will encourage people to drink more fluid

• Appropriate products designed for
industrial use are available commercially

• The suggested schedule is to drink the
electrolyte replacement fluid at every
second drink (i.e. one for one with water).

Many companies are actively engaging with
their HSE departments by understanding
these points and taking best possible care of
their employees. By following effective heat
illness prevention plans, in addition to sound
communication, awareness campaigns and
effective distribution of adequate hydration
products at workplaces, it has been possible to
minimise accidents and heat-related illnesses
in workers. �

Hydrate well,
work better

innovations

High temperatures in the Middle East, especially in the summer,
make it highly challenging for workers on construction sites.
(Photo: Ndoeljindoel/Shutterstock)

Gustavo Ayres Netto, nutrition category 
manager of Sport In Life, explains the need 
to provide construction workers the right 
kind of hydration solution on site. 
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a˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘§ ‘ S°˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘É¥ Gc˘˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘˘É± G◊ôGF˘˘˘≥, H˘˘˘π e˘˘˘ø M˘˘˘«å
Gd†°˘˘˘˘ôQ GÙà˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘˘ò… Áµ˘˘˘˘ø GC¿ j˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘≥ H˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘É Y˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ó
hL˘˘˘ƒOg˘˘˘É Y˘˘˘ø b˘˘˘ôÜ - e˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘≥ GŸ«˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉA, Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ S°˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘«˘˘˘π
GŸãÉ∫.

GCeÉ G’EQgÉÜ, a¡ƒ j©ó Gd«ƒΩ GCcÌ Gfàû°ÉQGk Yø
P… bÑπ. d¡òG jéÖ Oeè GCf¶ªá G’Ceø e™ GCf¶ªá
Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ÉCeÚ e˘˘˘˘ø G◊ôj˘˘˘≥. hM˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ƒ∫ Gc˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘É± G◊ôGF˘˘˘≥,
Gdà» Jù°àîóΩ Mπ Gcàû°É± GdóNÉ¿ GdÑü°ô… eãπ
uVeriF,H˘˘ÉEe˘˘µ˘˘Éf˘˘¡˘˘É Oe˘˘è c˘˘Ó Gd˘˘æ˘¶˘ÉeÚ. hU°˘æ˘ÉY˘á
Gd˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘§ hGd˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘ÉR J˘˘˘à˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘ƒ¥ a˘˘˘«˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É a˘˘˘ƒGF˘˘˘ó J˘˘˘ã˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘«â M˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ƒ∫
Gc˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘É± G◊ôGF˘˘˘≥ hGd˘˘˘ƒb˘˘Éj˘˘á e˘˘æ˘˘¡˘˘É d˘˘∏˘˘ª˘˘ôGa˘˘≥, Y˘˘∏˘˘≈
GŸà˘˘˘£˘˘˘∏˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘Éä Gd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘Éf˘˘˘ƒf˘˘˘«˘˘á he˘˘≤˘˘à†°˘˘«˘˘Éä Gd˘˘à˘˘µ˘˘∏˘˘Ø˘˘á. d˘˘«ù¢

g˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘É∑ eù°˘˘˘˘ÉM˘˘˘˘á d˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘π GıÉW˘˘˘ôI, hg˘˘˘òG Y˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘π ’
jæ£Ñ≥ Y∏≈ Lª«™ Gd≤£ÉYÉä. aàµ∏Øá GdµÉQKá eø

M«å G’CT°îÉU¢ hGdÑ«Äá hG’CU°ƒ∫ hGdù°ª©á, hGdà»
J©ô± GNàü°ÉQGRAEP,JØƒ¥ Jµ∏Øá G’S°àãªÉQ ‘
J≤æ«á S°Óeá a©Édá. còd∂ Áµø GEOQGê GCbù°É•
Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ÉCeÚ G’CY˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ d˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘¶˘˘˘˘ÉΩ Gc˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘É± G◊ôGF˘˘˘≥ G’Cb˘˘˘π

U°˘˘˘ôGe˘˘á hGd˘˘ƒb˘˘Éj˘˘á, c˘˘©˘˘æü°˘˘ô g˘˘ÉΩ ‘ Y˘˘ª˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘á GJ˘˘î˘˘ÉP
Gd≤ôGQGä GŸÉd«á.

GGCCff¶¶ªªáá GGddµµûû°°∞∞ YYøø GG◊◊ôôjj≥≥ 
M˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘ƒ∫ Gd˘˘˘˘˘µû°˘˘˘˘∞ Y˘˘˘˘ø G◊ôj˘˘˘˘≥ Áµ˘˘˘˘ø Œª˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘É `

Hü°˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘á Y˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘á ` ‘ Gd˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ÉT°˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘Éä Gdù°˘˘˘ÉM˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘á d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘óN˘˘˘É¿
)DSA(, hM∏ƒ∫ G’C

p
T°©á –â G◊ªôGA)RI(, hM∏ƒ∫

cû°˘˘˘˘∞ Gd˘˘˘˘óN˘˘˘˘É¿ Gd˘˘˘˘Ñü°˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘á )DSV(. c˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø g˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ò√
G◊∏˘˘˘˘ƒ∫ d˘˘˘˘¬ S°˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘ÉJ˘˘˘˘¬ GÿÉU°˘˘˘˘á d˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘Ä˘˘˘˘Éä Gıà˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘á.
aÉCf¶ªá Gdù°ëÖ –óO LõjÄÉä GdóNÉ¿ GŸ©∏≤á ‘
Gd¡ƒGA dàæÑ«¬ eû°¨∏» Gdù°Óeá Hî£ô G◊ôj≥. a¡»

Mù° sÉS°á HóQLá YÉd«á, hZÉdÑÉ eÉ Jµàû°∞ GdóNÉ¿
b˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘π GC¿ j˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒ¿ e˘˘˘ôF˘˘˘«˘˘˘É d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘©Ú Gd˘˘˘Ñû°˘˘ôj˘˘á. d˘˘¡˘˘òG j˘˘µ˘˘ƒ¿
Gd˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘ÉT°˘˘˘˘˘∞ Gdù°˘˘˘˘˘ÉMÖ d˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘óN˘˘˘˘˘É¿ a˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘É’ ‘ Gd˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘Ä˘˘˘˘˘Éä
GdóGN∏«á, ZÒ GCf¬ bó jù°à¨ô¥ hbàÉ GCWƒ∫ dƒU°ƒ∫

LõjÄÉä GdóNÉ¿ d∏µÉT°ØÉä ‘ GŸù°ÉMÉä GdµÑÒI,
heø Kº aÉEf¡É JƒDKô Y∏≈ hbâ G’S°àéÉHá, hMÚ
jà©∏≥ G’Ceô HÉŸƒGb™ GÿÉQL«á aÉEf¡É bó Jµƒ¿ GCcÌ

YôV°á d∏î£ô. cªÉ GC¿ GdµÉT°∞ Gdù°ÉMÖ d∏óNÉ¿
jæÉV°π GCj†°É eø GCLπ Gdàª««õ HÚ LõjÄÉä Gd¨ÑÉQ
hGdóNÉ¿.  GCeÉ G’C

p
T°©á –â G◊ªôGA a¡»  YÑÉQI

Y˘˘˘˘˘˘ø fiƒ’ä d˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘˘˘˘á G’ET°˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘á, M˘˘˘˘˘«å –ƒ∫

Gd£Ébá G’ET°©ÉY«á ‘ G’CT°©á –â G◊ªôGA GE¤
T°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π Áµ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø b˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉS°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘¬. hGc˘˘˘˘˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘˘˘˘É± G’CT°˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘á –â
G◊ªôGA GŸæÑ©ãá eø NÓ∫ G’CLù°ÉΩ Jõjπ G’YàªÉO

Y∏≈ Gd†°ƒA GŸôF», hGd¶ôh± GŸ¶∏ªá ’ JƒDKô Y∏≈
a˘˘˘©˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘«˘˘à˘˘¡˘˘É. d˘˘µ˘˘ø Gd˘˘óN˘˘É¿ Gd˘˘µ˘˘ã˘˘«˘˘∞ hGd˘˘¨˘˘ÉR hGdû°˘˘ë˘˘º

Áµ˘˘˘˘˘ø GC¿ J˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘ƒ¿ ›à˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘á M˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘ô YÌI GCe˘˘˘˘ÉΩ g˘˘˘˘ò√
Gd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ÉT°˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘Éä. hd˘˘˘¡˘˘˘òG ” Jü°˘˘˘ª˘˘˘«˘˘˘º e˘˘˘©˘˘˘¶˘˘˘º c˘˘˘ÉT°˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘Éä
G’CT°©á –â G◊ªôGA dàéÉgπ GET°©É´ G’CT°©á –â
G◊ªôGA Gÿ∏Ø» GdãÉHâ, e™ GdÎc«õ Y∏≈ G÷õA
GŸ©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ó∫ d˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÓET°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘É´. he˘˘˘˘˘˘™ Pd∂ Áµ˘˘˘˘˘˘ø GC¿ “«˘˘˘˘˘˘π GE¤
GCL¡õI G’EfòGQ GdµÉPHá Yæó Gdà©ôV¢ ’ET°©É´ e©ó∫
H˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É’C pT°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á –â G◊ª˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGA Y˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘óÁá Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘¡Ö. hGCe˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É
G’càû°É± GdÑü°ô… d∏óNÉ¿ a¡ƒ YÑÉQI Yø J≤æ«á
f˘˘ÉV°˘˘é˘˘á ” J˘˘£˘˘ƒj˘˘ôg˘˘É hJ˘˘æ˘˘≤˘˘«˘˘ë˘˘¡˘˘É hGN˘˘à˘˘Ñ˘˘ÉQg˘˘É Y˘˘∏˘˘≈
eóGQ Gd©û°ôjø YÉeÉ GŸÉV°«á GCh fëƒ Pd∂. a¡»
Jù°˘˘˘à˘˘˘î˘˘˘óΩ Gd˘˘˘∏˘˘˘¡Ö hcû°˘˘∞ Gd˘˘óN˘˘É¿ h–∏˘˘«˘˘π Gd˘˘óN˘˘É¿

’EY£ÉA GEfòGQGä eÑµôI eø NÓ∫ –ójó GC‰É•
GdóNÉ¿ GŸª«sõI YÈ U°ƒQI HÉdØ«ójƒ. hg» –∏π
Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘¨˘˘˘«ÒGä ‘ ›ª˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘á e˘˘˘ø GŸà˘˘˘¨ÒGä e˘˘˘ã˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘∏˘˘ƒ¿
hGdù°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ´ hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø hG◊óI hfià˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒi G◊Éa˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á

hG◊ôc˘˘˘á hJ˘˘˘£˘˘˘ÉH˘˘˘≥ Gd˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ƒ¿ ha˘˘≤˘˘ó Gd˘˘à˘˘Ø˘˘ÉU°˘˘«˘˘π d˘˘à˘˘æ˘˘Ñ˘˘«˘˘¬
GŸû°¨∏Ú eÑµôG Hî£ô G◊ôj≥ GÙàªπ. hÃÉ GCf¬

M˘˘˘π H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘Ø˘˘«˘˘ój˘˘ƒ, a˘˘Ó Jû°˘˘µ˘˘π GŸù°˘˘Éa˘˘á eû°˘˘µ˘˘∏˘˘á hÁµ˘˘ø
O›¡É e™ G’Ceø. hgƒ jù°àîóΩ ‘ eæ£≤á Gÿ∏«è

‘ e˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘˘˘˘≥ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ÑÎhc˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘Éhj˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä hc˘˘˘˘˘˘òd∂ ‘ GŸƒGb˘˘˘˘˘˘™
G’CN˘˘˘ôi Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘» J˘˘˘à˘˘˘ƒGL˘˘˘ó H˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É Gd˘˘ÑÎhc˘˘«˘˘ª˘˘Éhj˘˘Éä, e˘˘ã˘˘π

M˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘ô Gd˘˘˘£˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘ôGä Gd˘˘˘©ù°˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘á hGŸóf˘˘«˘˘á hG÷ƒj˘˘á.
hÁµø QH§ GdµÉT°ØÉä HÉCf¶ªá G’EfòGQ hO›¡É ‘
GCf¶ªá Gdàëµº, M«å JÑóGC GEZÓ¥ Gdà«ÉQ GŸàæÉhÜ
hGd†°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘§ G÷ƒ… G’Ej˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉH˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘» dù°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ó⁄ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôhÜ
hGELªÉ‹ GCfû°£á Gdà©∏«≥ eãπ GCf¶ªá GdôZƒI.

GGYYààÑÑÉÉQQGGää GGCCNNôôii
J˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘óΩ e˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘˘˘˘≥ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘˘§ hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘˘˘ÉR ›ª˘˘˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘ø

Gdù°«æÉQjƒgÉä Gÿ£ôI. dòG aÉEf¬ eø GdÑój¡» GC¿
Mπ Gcàû°É± G◊ôj≥ G’CcÌ eÓAeá dµπ S°«æÉQjƒ
j©àªó Y∏≈ Gÿ£ô GÙó¥. hY∏≈ S°Ñ«π GŸãÉ∫, eø
GÙà˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘π, N˘˘˘˘Ó∫ Jû°˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘ó e˘˘˘ƒb˘˘˘™ GCh g˘˘˘óe˘˘˘¬ GC¿ J˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒ¿
OQLá G◊ôGQI eôJØ©á d∏¨Éjá. h’T°∂ GC¿ WÑ«©á
he©ó∫ V°ƒA d¡Ö eü°ÑÉì ZÉR GCh bƒS¢ ◊ÉΩ GCh
Gdû°˘˘˘ôQ Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉL˘˘˘º Y˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘à˘˘é˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘ï, J˘˘î˘˘à˘˘∏˘˘∞ Y˘˘ø e˘˘©˘˘ó∫
Gd†°ƒA GŸæÑ©å eø d¡Ö Môj≥, hgòG bó Jµƒ¿ d¬

YÓbá Hëπ Gcàû°É± G◊ôj≥. gæÉ∑ LóG’ä MÉOI
e˘˘˘˘˘ƒDj˘˘˘˘˘óI d˘˘˘˘˘ƒL˘˘˘˘˘ƒO e˘˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘˘õ –µ˘˘˘˘˘º ‘ Gd˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘ƒGQÇ N˘˘˘˘˘ÉQê
GŸƒb™. M«å GE¿ G◊ôGF≥ Mƒ∫ Gd©É⁄ bó GCX¡ôä GC¿
GŸôGa≥ GŸƒLƒOI HÉŸƒb™ Áµø GC¿ Jàóeô Hù°¡ƒdá ‘
G◊ƒGOç hGS°˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘É¥. hÁµ˘˘˘˘ø e˘˘˘˘ôGb˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘á H˘˘˘©†¢
G’Cf¶ªá, eãπ f¶ÉΩ G’CT°©á –â G◊ªôGA GCh Mπ
Gcàû°É± GdóNÉ¿ GdÑü°ô…, dàéæÖ gòG Gdù°«æÉQjƒ
GÙàªπ. cªÉ –àÉê T°ôcÉä GdæØ§ GCj†°É GE¤ GC¿
J˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉCN˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ò ‘ G’Y˘˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQ GŸƒGQO GŸà˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉM˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø N˘˘˘˘˘˘óe˘˘˘˘˘˘á
Gd˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘ƒGQÇ GÙ∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘ø M˘˘˘«å GŸ©˘˘˘óGä GŸà˘˘˘îü°ü°˘˘˘á
Gdà» “à∏µ¡É hc«∞ Áµø fû°ôgÉ Hù°ôYá.

a˘˘˘¡˘˘˘π H˘˘É’Ee˘˘µ˘˘É¿ J˘˘ƒU°˘˘«˘˘π f˘˘¶˘˘ÉΩ Gc˘˘àû°˘˘É± G◊ôj˘˘≥
H˘˘˘˘˘î˘˘˘˘˘óe˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘ƒGQÇ? Gd˘˘˘˘õe˘˘˘˘ø g˘˘˘˘ƒ G÷ƒg˘˘˘˘ô. J˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á
Gc˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É± G◊ôGF˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≥ J˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘õOGO J˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘óG hJ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒQG.
aÉS°àîóGe¡É fióO HóQLÉä flà∏Øá YÈ eæ£≤á
Gdû°˘˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘˘§, hd˘˘µ˘˘ø J˘˘µ˘˘∏˘˘Ø˘˘á J˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘«˘˘ò M˘˘∏˘˘ƒ∫ a˘˘©˘˘Éd˘á
GCcÌ ‡É Áµø J©ƒj†°¬ eø NÓ∫ aƒGFó G◊ó eø
GMàªÉd«á hbƒ´ G◊ôGF≥ hYƒGbÑ¡É.

11 em.weiverssh.www |61021 EUSSI

HH˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆»» GGEE¿¿ QQGGLL˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆««ûû¢¢ jj˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆≤≤˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆óóΩΩ ÙÙáá YY˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆ÉÉee˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆áá YY˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆øø ––óójj˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆ÉÉää GGcc˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆ààûû°°˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆ÉÉ±± GG◊◊ôôGGFF˘̆˘̆˘̆˘̆≥≥,,
hhGG◊◊∏∏ƒƒ∫∫ GGÙÙààªª∏∏áá ddüü°°ææÉÉYYáá GGddææØØ§§ hhGGdd¨̈ÉÉRR..
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eeôôGGaa≥≥ GGddææØØ§§ hhGGdd¨̈ÉÉRR hhGGddÑÑÎÎhhcc««ªªÉÉhhjjÉÉää,, YY∏∏≈≈ hhLL¬¬ GGÿÿüü°°ƒƒUU¢¢,, YYôôVV°°áá ÿÿ££ôô ffûû°°ƒƒÜÜ GG◊◊ôôGGFF≥≥
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’T°∂ GC¿ eôGa≥ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR hGdÑÎhc«ªÉhjÉä
J˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘àÈ, Hü°˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘á N˘˘˘˘ÉU°˘˘˘˘á, Y˘˘˘˘ôV°˘˘˘˘á d˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘ôGF˘˘˘˘≥. c˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É
J©àÈGÿù°ÉFô GÙàª∏á d∏µƒGQç GCj†°É aÉOMá a«ªÉ
j˘˘˘à˘˘˘©˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≥ H˘˘˘Éd˘˘à˘˘©˘˘£˘˘«˘˘π hGÿù°˘˘ÉF˘˘ô ‘ G’Ce˘˘ƒG∫ hG’CQhGì.
d¡òG j©àÈ G’càû°É± GŸÑµô d∏ëôj≥ GCeôG M«ƒjÉ

M˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘≈ ’ j˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘ƒQ Hù°˘˘˘˘ôY˘˘˘˘á hj˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘É∫ GŸü°˘˘˘˘Éf˘˘˘˘™ hGŸƒGO.
T°˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘Éä Gd˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘§ hGd˘˘˘¨˘˘˘ÉR –à˘˘˘Éê GE¤ GJ˘˘˘î˘˘˘ÉP GEL˘˘˘ôGA
Ÿ©É÷á G◊ƒGOç Gdà» bó J≤™ QZº JóGHÒ Gdù°Óeá
Gdü°ÉQeá GŸƒLƒOI. G◊ôGF≥ Gdà» –óç ‘ eôGa≥
GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR hGdÑÎhc«ªÉhjÉä ’ J©àÈ GS°àãæÉF«á

‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§. hbó hb©â gæÉ∑ ` HÉdØ©π `
M˘˘˘ÉOK˘˘˘à˘˘˘É¿ ‡«˘˘à˘˘à˘˘É¿ GChOJ˘˘É H˘˘ë˘˘«˘˘ÉI K˘˘ª˘˘Éf˘˘«˘˘á GCT°˘˘î˘˘ÉU¢
GEL˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É’ ‘ f˘˘˘˘Øù¢ e˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘ô ‘ Y˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘» 0002
h1102, ‘ MÚ Gfód™ Môj≥ ‘ GCZù°£ù¢/GBÜ eø
Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉΩ GŸÉV°˘˘˘˘˘˘» ‘ eü°˘˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉI e˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘ÉA G’CM˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘ó… ‘
Gdµƒjâ hGdà» Jæàè 664GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É.

GGııÉÉWWôô GGddôôFF««ùù°°««áá
H˘˘˘˘˘˘©†¢ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ÑÎhc˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘Éhj˘˘˘˘˘Éä e˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘ôI Y˘˘˘˘˘Óf˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘á.

hHÉ’EeµÉ¿ GC¿ JÑóGC G◊ôGF≥ eø eü°ÉOQ GT°à©É∫

bôjÑá. a©æóeÉ JàÑîô GŸƒGO GdÑÎhc«ªÉhjá, aÉEf¡É ’
–à˘˘˘Éê H˘˘˘Éd†°˘˘˘ôhQI ’C¿ J˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒ¿ Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ GJü°˘˘˘É∫ e˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘ÉT°˘˘˘ô

HÉŸôa≥ ’ET°©É∫ G◊ôj≥. cªÉ GC¿ OQLÉä G◊ôGQI
GŸôJØ©á, hGdà» Jü°π GCM«ÉfÉ  GE¤ eÉ jõjó Y∏≈ 05
OQL˘˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘˘Ä˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘˘˘˘á ‘ Gdü°˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘∞ YÈ e˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘á Gdû°˘˘˘˘˘ô¥
G’ChS°˘˘˘˘§, Jû°˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘π N˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘ôG M˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘≤˘˘˘«˘˘˘É. c˘˘˘òd∂ e˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘≥
Gd˘˘˘ÑÎhc˘˘˘«˘˘˘ª˘˘˘Éhj˘˘˘Éä g˘˘˘» e˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘≥ GS°˘˘˘à˘˘˘î˘˘˘ôGê e˘˘˘©˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óI,
hGCj†°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É S°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÓS°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π G’Ee˘˘˘˘˘˘˘óGO e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘™ fi£˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒRj˘˘˘˘˘˘™
Gd£ôa«á,  e™ hMóGä Gdàü°æ«™ GdÑëôjá hGdÈjá.

gæÉ N£ôl eÉKπl j£π HôGCS°¬ eæòQGk Hƒbƒ´ MÉOç
jû°ªπ eƒGO N£ôI ‘ GC… LõA eø Gd©ª∏«á.

cªÉ jéÖ eôGYÉI GŸƒGb™ GÛÉhQI GCj†°É, d«ù¢

‘ gòG GŸ≤É∫, j≤óΩ H» GE¿ QGL«û¢ Ùá YÉeá Yø –ójÉä Gcàû°É± G◊ôGF≥,
hG◊∏ƒ∫ GÙàª∏á dü°æÉYá GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR.
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d∏ôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á eæ¡éÉ T°ÉeÓ ÿóeÉä GdôYÉjá
d∏ªôV°≈ GÿÉQL«Ú, hNóeá Gdàû°î«ü¢, hPd∂
e˘˘˘ø N˘˘˘Ó∫ e˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘≤˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É GŸü°˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ª˘˘˘á H˘˘˘£˘˘ôj˘˘≤˘˘á Yü°˘˘ôj˘˘á
J˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘π e˘˘˘™ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘≤˘˘æ`«˘˘Éä. Y˘˘∏˘˘ª```É H˘˘ÉC¿  Gd˘˘≤ù°˘˘º S°˘˘ƒ±
j≤óΩ  M∏ƒ∫ QYÉjá U°ë«á hWÑ«á Mójãá Jù°ÉYó ‘
J©õjõ GdôaÉg«á Gdû°Ée∏á dÓCaôGO hG’CS°ô Y∏≈ Mó
S°ƒGA.

hGCV°˘˘˘˘˘É± M˘˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘ó GŸ£˘˘˘˘ôhT°˘˘˘˘», c˘˘˘˘ÑÒ f˘˘˘˘ƒGÜ QF˘˘˘˘«ù¢
bù°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘º Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ôY˘˘˘˘˘˘Éj```á Gdü°˘˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘á Hû°`````ôc˘˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGS¢, GC¿
Gd≤ù°º G÷ójó e∏àõΩl Hà≤óË NóeÉä WÑ«á Y∏≈

eù°˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘ƒi Y˘˘˘˘˘ÉŸ» d˘˘˘˘ÓCS°˘˘˘˘ô Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ Gdü°˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ó G’Eb˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘»
hGd©ÉŸ». 

hbÉ∫: {fëø f¡ó± GE¤ HæÉA fiØ¶á T°Ée∏á eø
eôGa≥ GdôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á, hJ≤óË ›ªƒYá T°Ée∏á
e˘˘˘ø Gÿóe˘˘˘Éä ‘ f˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ÉΩ e˘˘©˘˘∏˘˘ƒe˘˘ÉJ˘˘» hGM˘˘ó e˘˘à˘˘µ˘˘Ée˘˘π
M˘˘˘≤˘˘˘É hJ˘˘˘ój˘˘˘ô√ J˘˘˘≤˘˘˘æ˘˘˘«˘˘˘á Yü°˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘á. hS°˘˘˘ƒ± f˘˘˘ôc˘˘õ Y˘˘∏˘˘≈
OhGa™ Gd£∏Ö d∏ªîàü°Ú, hGÛÉ’ä Gd£Ñ«á G’CcÌ
GMà«ÉLÉ eãπ LpôGMnáo Jn≤rƒËp Gd©p¶ÉΩ, hWpÖt Gd≤n∏rÖ,
hWÖ G’CW˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘É∫, hGCOhj˘˘˘˘á G’CS°˘˘˘˘ôI d˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘≤˘˘˘«˘˘˘≥ Gd˘˘˘¡˘˘˘ó±
GŸàªãπ ‘ GCeá S°©«óI hJàªà™ HÉdü°ëáz. hGdàõGeÉ

e˘˘æ˘˘É H˘˘ÉŸù°˘˘Ég˘˘ª˘˘á ‘ GS°ÎGJ˘˘«˘˘é˘˘«˘˘á Gdù°˘˘«˘˘ÉM˘˘á Gd˘˘£˘˘Ñ˘«˘á
dóH», S°Ôcõ GCj†°É Y∏≈ J≤óË QYÉjá PGä WÉH™
T°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘îü°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘», hJ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘óË Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Óê e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø N˘˘˘˘˘˘Ó∫ e˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGa˘˘˘˘˘˘≥

fl£˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘á L˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘óG hŒª˘˘˘˘˘™ HÚ Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘©ü°˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘á
hGd˘˘˘˘àü°˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘º hGŸ©˘˘˘˘ÉjÒ Gd˘˘˘óhd˘˘˘«˘˘˘á d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘î˘˘˘óe˘˘˘á hGŸ©˘˘˘ôa˘˘˘á
Gd©ÉŸ«á GdôGFóI.

9
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� 	��� ������ 6102
jæÉjô/cÉfƒ¿ GdãÉÊ 6102

71` 91GŸ©ôV¢ Gdóh‹ d∏ù°Óeá hG’Ceø hGdƒbÉjá eø G◊ôj≥ `  GEfÎS°∂ 6102OH»

aÈGjô/T°ÑÉ•

12` 32eƒD“ô he©ôV¢ GCS°«ù¢ dÓCeø hGdù°Óeá                                                                                                                                                                                                OH»
32` 62GŸ©ôV¢ Gdóh‹ dÓCeø hGdù°Óeá hGdƒbÉjá eø G◊ôj≥ `  RUCISeóQjó

eÉQS¢/GBPGQ

51` 71GŸæàói Gdóh‹ Mƒ∫ GEYÉOI Gdàƒd«ó Gd©ü°Ñ» ` RNSIGCHƒXÑ»
51` 71e©ôV¢ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ ŸµÉaëá G◊ôj≥GCHƒXÑ»
51` 71e©ôV¢ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ d∏ù°Óeá GŸ¡æ«á hGdü°ëáGCHƒXÑ»
22` 42a©Éd«á Gdü°ëá hGdù°ÓeáHÒeæé¡ÉΩ
72` 82e©ôV¢ f≤π {Gdù°Óeáz GE¤ Zôaá G’EOGQIOH»

GCHôjπ/f«ù°É¿

21` 31GŸ©ôV¢ Gdóh‹ dü°¡ÉQjè GdàîõjøOH»
21` 71GŸ©ôV¢ hGŸƒD“ô Gdóh‹ dàµæƒdƒL«É G’S°àû°©ÉQ hGdàü°ƒjô ` SSD EIPSH∏à«ªƒQ

eeôôGGSS¢¢ dd∏∏ôôYYÉÉjjáá GGddüü°°ëë««áá SS°°ààààîîòò ff¡¡ééÉÉ TT°°ÉÉeeÓÓ ÿÿóóeeÉÉää GGddààûû°°îî««üü¢¢ hhGGdd©©««ÉÉOOII GGÿÿÉÉQQLL««áá eeøø NNÓÓ∫∫ GGŸŸôôGGaa≥≥ GGdd≤≤ÉÉFFªªáá YY∏∏≈≈ GGCCMMóóçç  GGddàà≤≤ææ««ÉÉää
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TT°°ôôccáá scinortcelE�LGR,,YY††°°ƒƒII LLªª©©««áá UU°°ææÉÉYYáá GG’’CCeeøø GGddÈÈjj££ÉÉff««áá,, SS°°àà©©ôôVV¢¢ LL¡¡ÉÉRR GG’’EEffòòGGQQ GG÷÷óójjóó ŸŸôôMMÉÉVV¢¢ GGŸŸ©©ÉÉbbÚÚ GGddòò…… ”” JJ££ƒƒjjôô√√ NNüü°°««üü°°ÉÉ dd∏∏ªªûû°°ôôhhYYÉÉää GGddùù°°ÉÉFFóóII ‘‘ GGddûû°°ôô¥¥ GG’’CChhSS°°§§

�� ���� ������� ������ �� 	�� ���
 �� ������ ������

GEfÎS°∂ 5102, G’Ceô Gdò… j©µù¢ G’Cgª«á GdƒGV°ëá d¡ò√ GŸæ£≤á HÉdæù°Ñá
Ÿü°óQ… eæàéÉä G’Ceø HÉŸª∏µá GŸàëóI, hGdóhQ GÙƒQ… Gdò… j∏©Ñ¬ e©ôV¢
GEfÎS°∂ ‘ eù°ÉYóI Gdû°ôcÉä HÉŸª∏µá GŸàëóI Y∏≈ GEbÉeá YÓbÉä ŒÉQjá

eãªôI e™ GŸû°Îjø ‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§z.
he```ø HÚ GCY†°````ÉA L˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«```á U°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘æ````ÉY```á G’Ce˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø GdÈj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éf˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«````á Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘òj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø

j©```ôV°````ƒ¿ eæàéÉJ¡````º ‘ e©````ôV¢ GEfÎS°````∂ g````òG Gd©`````ÉΩ, c````π e`````ø
qadsmeR,hscinortcelE LGR,hdtL gnirutcafunaM DJG,

hSXA-mrotS,hdtL mocexeT,hGBNôh¿.

hH˘˘˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘ÉQg```É e˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘¶˘˘˘˘ª``á Œ``ÉQj˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ª```óI )OTA(e˘˘˘˘˘˘ø hRGQI Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘ÉQI
hG’S°àãªÉQ HÉŸª∏µá GŸàëóI, aÉE¿ Lª©«``á U°æÉYá G’Ceø GdÈj£Éf«á eù°ƒDhdá
Yø J«ù°Ò LæÉì GŸª∏µá GŸàë````óI ‘ e©ôV¢ GEfÎS°∂ 6102, M«````å Œª™ e©É
YóOG eø T°````ôcÉä GŸª∏µ````á GŸàëóI dÎhj```è YÓe````á {Hôj£Éf«É Gd©¶ª≈z
GdàéÉQjá.

g˘˘˘òG hS°˘˘˘«û°˘˘˘µ˘˘˘π L˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Éì GŸª˘˘˘∏˘˘˘µ˘˘˘á GŸà˘˘˘ë˘˘˘óI f˘˘˘≤˘˘˘£˘˘˘á GJü°˘˘˘É∫ fiƒQj˘˘˘á d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ªû°Îj˘˘ø
GÿÉQL«Ú Gdòjø jôZÑƒ¿ ‘ T°ôGA eæàéÉä G’Ceø GŸÑàµôI YÉd«á G÷ƒOI Gdà»
Jû°à¡ô H¡É GŸª∏µá GŸàëóI Y∏≈ Gdü°©«ó Gd©ÉŸ».

GCY∏æâ T°ôcá eôGS¢ Gd≤ÉH†°á, Gdà» Jàîò eø
OH˘˘˘» e˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ôG d˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É, Y˘˘˘ø GEW˘˘˘Ó¥ bù°˘˘˘º L˘˘ój˘˘ó d˘˘∏˘˘ôY˘˘Éj˘˘á
Gdü°˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘ø GCL˘˘˘˘π OY˘˘˘˘º GS°ÎGJ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘á Gdù°˘˘˘«˘˘˘ÉM˘˘˘á
Gd˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘á ‘ OH˘˘˘˘˘», hPd∂ e˘˘˘˘˘ø N˘˘˘˘˘Ó∫ Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘π e˘˘˘˘™
GM˘˘à˘˘«˘˘ÉL˘˘Éä Gd˘˘ôY˘˘Éj˘˘á Gdü°˘˘ë˘˘«˘˘á Gd˘˘ƒb˘˘ÉF˘˘«˘á GŸÑ˘ÉT°˘ôI,
hJû°é«™ GŸôV°≈ Y∏≈ W∏Ö Gd©Óê fi∏«É. hS°ƒ±
Jû°µπ GdƒMóI G÷ójóI - eôGS¢ d∏ôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á

- T°˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘µ˘˘˘á QY˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘á U°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘«˘˘˘á GH˘˘à˘˘µ˘˘ÉQj˘˘á e˘˘à˘˘ª˘˘ôc˘˘õI M˘˘ƒ∫
GŸôj†¢, hb˘˘˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘á Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ GÛà˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘™, J˘˘˘˘ƒa˘˘˘˘ô ›ª˘˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘˘á
cÑÒI eø NóeÉä Gd©Óê hGdàû°î«ü¢, hGd©Óê

GdƒbÉF», hNóeÉä GŸàÉH©á d∏ªôV°≈ GÿÉQL«Ú.
cπ Pd∂ ‘ f¶ÉΩ hGMó eóeè heàµÉeπ.

hS°ƒ± jÎLº Gdµ«É¿ G÷ójó QhDjá T°ôcá eôGS¢
G’S°ÎGJ«é«á d∏ªù°Égªá ‘ GS°ÎGJ«é«á Gdù°«ÉMá
Gd£Ñ«á HóH», hGdà» J¡ó± GE¤ LòÜ 005GCd∞
S°ÉFí WÑ» dÓEeÉQGä Hë∏ƒ∫ YÉΩ 0202.

h‘ J©∏«≤¬ Y∏≈ GEWÓ¥ Gd≤ù°º G÷ójó, U°ôì
QF˘˘˘˘«ù¢ ›∏ù¢ GEOGQI GÛª˘˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘˘á, Y˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘óGd˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘¬ G◊Ñ˘˘˘É…
b˘˘˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘˘˘Ó: {d˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘ó M˘˘˘˘˘óOä ›ª˘˘˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘ôGS¢ Gd˘˘˘˘˘ôY˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘á
Gdü°ë«á HƒU°Ø¡É b£ÉYÉ GCS°ÉS°«É Áµæ¡É d©Ö OhQ

e˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘º a˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘¬, hN˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≥ J˘˘˘˘ÉCKÒ GEj˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘ÉH˘˘˘» Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ G’b˘˘˘àü°˘˘˘ÉO
hGÛà˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘™z. hGCa˘˘˘˘ÉO H˘˘˘˘ÉC¿ e˘˘˘˘ôGS¢ d˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘ôY˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘á Gdü°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘«˘˘˘á
S°ƒ± Jµªπ eû°¡ó GdôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á G◊É‹ ‘
G’EeÉQGä Gd©ôH«á GŸàëóI, hJ≤óΩ GÿóeÉä Gdà»
JàƒGa≥ e™ GŸ©ÉjÒ Gdóhd«á d∏ôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á.

hGCV°˘˘˘É± b˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘Ó: {GEf˘˘˘æ˘˘˘É f˘˘˘©˘˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘ó Hû°˘˘óI GC¿ GÛà˘˘ª˘˘™
Gdü°ë» gƒ ›àª™ S°©«ó. hfëø f¡ó±, eø NÓ∫
Jµƒjø Gd≤ù°º G÷ójó, GE¤ –≤«≥  ‘ GÛàª™,
hOY˘˘˘˘º e˘˘˘˘ƒV°˘˘˘˘ƒ´ GCS°˘˘˘˘ÉS°˘˘˘» ÿ£˘˘˘á OH˘˘˘» d˘˘˘©˘˘˘ÉΩ 1202z.
hha≤É ŸÉ Pcô√ G◊ÑÉ…, S°ƒ± jæû°ô bù°º eôGS¢
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Jƒb©â OQGS°á fû°ôJ¡É eƒDNôG eƒDS°ù°á JôGfù°ÑÒfù°» eÉQcâ
Qjù°ÒT¢)RMT( GC¿ jàº J≤««º Gdù°ƒ¥ Gd©ÉŸ» ’CL¡õI Gdµû°∞ Yø
Gd¨ÉR Yæó 3^3e∏«ƒ¿ Oh’Q GCeôjµ» fà«éá {RjÉOI QhGê cÉT°ØÉä Gd¨ÉR
Gd˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘»z, ha˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ÉC ŸÉ Pc˘˘˘ôJ˘˘˘¬ GŸƒDS°ù°˘˘˘á. a˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ÉT°˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘Éä ‘ Gdü°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘Éä
Gd˘˘à˘˘é˘˘ÉQj˘˘á hGd˘˘àü°˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘™ Jù°˘˘à˘˘î˘˘óΩ ŸôGb˘˘Ñ˘˘á Gd˘˘æù°˘˘Ñ˘˘á G’Be˘˘æ˘˘á d˘˘µ˘˘ª˘«˘Éä Gd˘¨˘ÉR
hMªÉjá S°Óeá GŸƒXØÚ hGd©Ée∏Ú hV°ªÉ¿ LƒOI Gdù°∏™.  hbó ’Mß
GdÑÉMãƒ¿ ÃƒDS°ù°á RMTGC¿ S°ƒ¥ GŸ©óGä ÃéÉ∫ Gdü°æÉYá jàù°º HÉCf¬
{YÉ‹ GdàæÉaù°«áz, hdµø GdÓYÑÚ GdôF«ù°«Ú jù°àØ«óh¿ eø Gd£∏Ö
GŸôJØ™. 

hbó GCW∏≤â T°ôcá gÉÊ hjπ, hg» GCMó Gd©ªÉd≤á Gd©ÉŸ«Ú ‘
Gdàü°æ«™, f¶ÉeÉ LójóG jõYº GCf¬ jƒaô 46bæÉI d∏µû°∞ Yø
Gd˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘˘ÉR. he˘˘˘˘™ Pd∂ a˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ó GN˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘ÉQä Gdû°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘á, d˘˘˘àù°˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘≥ g˘˘˘òG Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ÉΩ
G÷ójó d∏µû°∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR, hGŸ©ôh± HÉS°º orP tniophcuoTŸÉ
J©àÈ√ {Yª∏«Éä U°¨ÒI heàƒS°£á G◊éºz, hH¡òG Jîà∏∞ Hü°ƒQI cÑÒI

Yø eæÉaù°«¡É Gdòjø jõhOh¿ GŸü°Éf™ hGS°©á Gdæ£É¥ he```ë`£Éä GŸ©É÷á.
hbó U°ôMâ T°ôcá gÉÊ hjπ Gdà» J≤óΩ {Hæ«á eôfáz HÉCf¬ Áµø Jü°ª«º
Gdæ¶ÉΩ ha≤É Ÿà£∏ÑÉä Gd©ª«π, eÉ jù°ªí HƒLƒO f¶ÉΩ eôcõ… GCh eƒR´. 

hjÑóh GC¿ Gdù°ƒ¥ S°ƒ± jæ†°è Mù°Ö Gdàƒb©Éä, hdµæ¬ S°«¶π jæªƒ GCj†°É.
heø GdƒGV°í GC¿ GCf¶ªá Gdµû°∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR S°ƒ± JõOGO Gfàû°ÉQG, hdµø ’ Áµø
d≤ù°º G’CHëÉç ÃƒDS°ù°á RMTGdàæÑƒD ` –ójóG ` Ã≤óGQ GdàƒS°™ Gdù°ƒb» Gdò…
S°ƒ± –ü°π Y∏«¬ GCf¶ªá Gdµû°∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR Hë∏ƒ∫ YÉΩ 2202e™ Jû°é«™ b«ÉΩ
Gd©ª∏«Éä Gdü°¨ÒI heàƒS°£á G◊éº HàãÑ«â gò√ G’Cf¶ªá. 

hbó MòQä eƒDS°ù°á RMTeø GCf¬ HÉdôZº eø GC¿ GıÉh± Hû°ÉC¿ Gdù°Óeá
GŸ¡æ«á S°ƒ± JóYº Gdù°ƒ¥, aÉE¿ GŸù°à≤Ñπ {S°«µÑí Gdù°ƒ¥ Gd©ÉŸ» ’CL¡õI

Gdµû°∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR HàÉBcπ Gdù°©ôz. 
aÉCf¶ª```á Gdµû°``∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR S°ààƒaô Hù°¡ƒdá Ÿõjó eø Gdü°æÉYÉä, hS°«àº

JƒaÒgÉ Ù£Éä Gdàü°æ«™ G’CU°¨ô, hH¡òG JƒGL¬ eƒLá eø ‰ƒ Gdù°ƒ¥ Gdà»
J©ÉÊ, ‘ Gdƒbâ fØù°¬, eø N£ô JÉBcπ Gdù°©ô dàõhjó gòG Gdù°ƒ¥ G’CU°¨ô
hG’CcÌ J≤«óG eÉ’k.

hbÉdâ T°ôcá gÉÊ hjπ GE¿ eæàéÉJ¡É GÿÉU°á HÉdµû°∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR: {eæÉS°Ñá
dàõhjó ›ªƒYá eø b£ÉYÉä Gdü°æÉYáä; eãπ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR hGdÑÎhc«ªÉhjÉä
hGC“àá GŸÑÉÊz.

�������������
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GCY†°ÉA Lª©«á U°æÉYá G’Ceø GdÈj£Éf«á )AISB(j≤ƒeƒ¿ MÉd«É HÉ’EYóGO
d∏óhQI GdãÉeæá Yû°ôI d∏ª©ôV¢ Gdóh‹ d∏ù°Óeá hG’Ceø hGdƒbÉjá eø G◊ôj≥

)GEfÎS°∂ 6102( Gdò… S°«≤ÉΩ ‘ GdØÎI eø 71-91jæÉjô/cÉfƒ¿ GdãÉÊ
9102‘ OH». hHü°Øà¡É Gdæ≤ÉHá GŸ¡æ«á Gdà» “ãπ U°æÉYá G’Ceø GÿÉU¢
HÉŸª∏µá GŸàëóI, S°à≤«º Lª©«á U°æÉYá G’Ceø GdÈj£Éf«á YÓbÉä eãªôI HÚ
T°ôcÉä G’Ceø HÉŸª∏µá GŸàëóI hGŸû°Îjø GÿÉQL«Ú, ÃÉ ‘ Pd∂ GŸû°Îjø

‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§.hJÉCc«óG eæ¬ Y∏≈ GCgª«á eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ d∏û°ôcÉä
G’CY†°ÉA, GCLôi ›∏ù¢ Gdàü°ójô GdàÉH™ ÷ª©«á U°æÉYá G’Ceø GdÈj£Éf«á
GS°à£ÓY¬ Gdù°æƒ… Hû°ÉC¿ {MÉdá Gdóhdáz, hGdò… jóQS¢ GŒÉgÉä Gdàü°ójô
Gd©ÉŸ«á. hbó cû°∞ GS°à£Ó´ gòG Gd©ÉΩ Yø GS°àªôGQ Gd£∏Ö GŸôJØ™ Y∏≈

eæàéÉä hNóeÉä G’Ceø GdÈj£Éf«á, M«å Pcôä fù°Ñá 06‘ GŸÉFá eø

GŸû°ÉQcÚ ‘ G’S°à£Ó´ Móhç RjÉOI ‘ G’CYªÉ∫ GÿÉQL«á NÓ∫ YÉΩ 5102,
‘ MÚ Pcôä fù°Ñá 03‘ GŸÉFá GCNôi GC¿ eù°àƒi G’CYªÉ∫ bó Xπ cªÉ gƒ.

heø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ Jæªƒ GdàéÉQI GÿÉQL«á ‘ YÉΩ 6102e™ Jôc«õ hGV°í Y∏≈
Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ HÉYàÑÉQ√ S°ƒbÉ e¡ªÉ d≤£É´ G’Ceø HÉŸª∏µá GŸàëóI. hbó MóO
J≤ôjÑÉ fü°∞ YóO GŸû°ÉQcÚ ‘ G’S°à£Ó´ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ HÉYàÑÉQ√ Gdù°ƒ¥
GŸù°à¡ó± GdƒM«ó G’CcÌ GCgª«á, hjà£∏™ 08‘ GŸÉFá eø GŸû°ÉQcÚ GE¤ RjÉOI

eù°àƒi GCYªÉd¡º ‘ GŸæ£≤á NÓ∫ Gd©ÉΩ GŸ≤Ñπ.hbÉ∫ OGQ¿ hhO, eójô NóeÉä
Gd˘˘˘©†°˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘á hGd˘˘˘àü°˘˘˘ój˘˘˘ô H˘˘˘é˘˘˘ª˘˘˘©˘˘˘«˘˘˘á U°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉY˘˘á G’Ce˘˘ø GdÈj˘˘£˘˘Éf˘˘«˘˘á: {–¶˘˘≈ GŸª˘˘∏˘˘µ˘˘á
GŸàëóI Hù°ª©á Ohd«á W«Ñá a«ªÉ jà©∏≥ HàƒaÒ eæàéÉä hNóeÉä G’Ceø, hjôL™

Pd∂ ` L˘˘˘˘õF˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘É ` GE¤ G’H˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ÉQ Gd˘˘˘ò… GCU°˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘í e˘˘˘ôGOa˘˘˘É dü°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘á G’Ce˘˘˘ø H˘˘˘ÉŸª˘˘˘∏˘˘˘µ˘˘˘á
GŸàëóI. hbó M†°ô GCcÌ eø fü°∞ GŸû°ÉQcÚ ‘ GS°à£Ó´ gòG Gd©ÉΩ e©ôV¢
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eø GŸù°∏qº H¬ GC¿ ‡ÉQS°Éä Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá
‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ OGFªá Gdà¨«tô. hbó hdâ, HÓ
QL©á, J∏∂ G’CjÉΩ Gdà» cæÉ fù°©≈ a«¡É ` HÑù°ÉWá `
GE¤ V°ªÉ¿ GfîØÉV¢ e©ó’ä G◊ƒGOç GCh hV°™
H˘˘˘˘˘ôGe˘˘˘˘˘è J˘˘˘˘˘óQjÖ Y˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘≈ Gdù°˘˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘˘˘á. hJ˘˘˘˘ôi GŸƒDS°ù°˘˘˘˘Éä
G◊ójãá hX«Øá Gdù°Óeá HÉYàÑÉQgÉ T°ôj∂ GCYªÉ∫
hLõAG eµªÓ dæéÉì G’CYªÉ∫. 

hbó –àÉê eü°£∏ëÉä Gdù°Óeá, GCh Gdù°Óeá
hGdü°˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘á hGd˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘«˘˘˘Ä˘˘˘á, GCh Gdü°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘á hGdù°˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘á hG’Ce˘˘˘ø
hGdÑ«Äá, GCh G÷ƒOI hGdü°ëá hGdÑ«Äá hGdù°Óeá )GCh
GC… Y˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒG¿ GEOGQ… GBN˘˘˘˘˘˘ô Jù°˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘î˘˘˘˘˘˘óe˘˘˘˘˘˘¬(, GE¤ GEY˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉOI
J˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘∞ OhQg˘˘˘˘É, hGd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ƒGa˘˘˘≥ e˘˘˘™ e˘˘˘õj˘˘˘ó e˘˘˘ø GŸæ˘˘˘Ég˘˘˘è
G◊ù° sÉS°á {dÓCYªÉ∫z eø GCLπ GŸû°ÉQcá GdàÉeá ‘

Yª∏«á GJîÉP bôGQGä G’CYªÉ∫. aÉdàØµÒ ‘ eØ¡ƒΩ
Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá hGdÑ«Äá, céõA eø GS°ÎGJ«é«á

eàµÉe∏á ’EOGQI GıÉWô eø RGhjá ŒÉQjá, jæ≤π
GŸæÉbû°Éä Mƒ∫ hX«Øá Gdù°Óeá ` MàªÉ ` GE¤ bÉYá
GLàªÉYÉä ›∏ù¢ G’EOGQI.
eeÉÉ eeóóii GGSS°°àà©©óóGGOO∑∑ HHÉÉdd††°°ÑÑ§§ dd∏∏≤≤««ÉÉΩΩ HHòòdd∂∂??

G’fà≤É∫ ÃØ¡ƒΩ Gdù°Óeá GE¤ hQT°á Yªπ bÉYá
GLàªÉYÉä ›∏ù¢ G’EOGQI )72-82eÉQS¢/GBPGQ

6102, OH»( S°ƒ± jîàÈ G’CS°ù¢ hGŸÑÉOÇ Gdà»
Jù°àæó GEd«¡É JóNÓä Gdù°Óeá G◊ójãá, ÃÉ ‘
Pd∂ HôGeè Gdù°Óeá Gd≤ÉFªá; Gdù°∏ƒc«á {GdóGQLáz
eƒDNôG, hGŸæóQLá G’B¿ –â Gdàób«≥ GŸàõGjó eø
M«å Gd≤«ªá hG’S°àóGeá. cªÉ S°ààæÉh∫ G÷∏ù°Éä
GCj†°É GdƒX«Øá Gdà≤∏«ójá ’Nàü°ÉU°» Gdù°Óeá ‘

Y˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É⁄ G’CY˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘É∫ G◊ójå hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘» Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒΩ,
hJù°˘˘˘à˘˘Øù°˘˘ô Y˘˘ª˘˘É GEPG c˘˘Éfâ e˘˘à˘˘ƒGa˘˘≤˘˘á e˘˘™ GM˘˘à˘˘«˘˘ÉL˘˘Éä
fû°É• GCYªÉ∫ Gdû°ôcÉä G◊ójãá GCΩ ’.

hHë†°ƒQ hQT°á Gd©ªπ Gd¡Éeá gò√, S°ààªµø eø:
GEfû°˘˘˘˘ÉA f˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘è {Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ eù°˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘ƒi Gdû°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘Éäz H˘˘˘ój˘˘˘π

’EOGQI flÉWô Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá.
J˘˘≤˘˘«˘˘«˘˘º Y˘˘ª˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘á Gd˘˘à˘î˘£˘«˘§ hGd˘à˘æ˘¶˘«˘º hGd˘≤˘«˘ÉOI

hGd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘º ‘ G’Cfû°˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘á H˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘ó± G◊ó e˘˘˘ø flÉW˘˘˘ô
Gdù°˘˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘˘˘á hRj˘˘˘˘˘ÉOI L˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘ƒO e˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘Éa˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘á g˘˘˘˘ò√ GıÉW˘˘˘˘ô

GŸà©∏≤á HôGCS¢ eÉ∫ hGCQHÉì GŸƒDS°ù°á.
GS°˘˘à˘˘«˘˘©˘˘ÉÜ e˘˘Ø˘˘Ég˘˘«˘˘º he˘˘Ñ˘˘ÉOÇ G’S°ÎGJ˘˘«˘˘é˘˘«˘Éä

GŸàµÉe∏á ’EOGQI GıÉWô
J≤««º GŸû°Égó GŸà¨ÒI OGNπ bÉYá GLàªÉYÉä

›∏ù¢ G’EOGQI H˘˘˘˘˘˘îü°˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒU¢ GıÉW˘˘˘˘˘˘ô Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘˘˘á
d∏ü°ëá hGdù°Óeá.

GEYÉOI JƒL«¬ L¡ƒO {Gdù°Óeáz H¡ó± OYº
h–≤«≥ G’COGA GŸù°àóGΩ ‘ GEOGQI GıÉWô h–≤«≥
G’CgóG± GŸƒDS°ù°«á GdƒGb©«á.

Oe˘˘˘˘è GıÉW˘˘˘˘ô Gd˘˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á hG’S°ÎGJ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘«˘˘˘á
H˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á, hJ˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘º Gd˘˘˘˘ôZ˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘á Gdù°˘˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘˘óI ŒÉ√ GEOGQI
GıÉW˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ô H˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉŸƒDS°ù°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á Hû°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘π c˘˘˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘˘˘π, hGM˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘É’ä
Gdà©ôV¢ d∏ªîÉWô.

gò√ GdóhQI GdàóQjÑ«á Jù°à¡ó± cÑÉQ GŸójôjø,
he˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘ô… GıÉW˘˘˘ô GŸƒDS°ù°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á, h‡ÉQS°˘˘˘» Gdü°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘á
hGdù°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á, hGEOGQI “ƒj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π Gdû°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä, hb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É´

GdàÉCeÚ, heù°ƒDh‹ G’eàãÉ∫ hGŸób≤Ú GdóGN∏«Ú,
heójô… GŸƒGQO GdÑû°ôjá Gdòjø jôZÑƒ¿ ‘ a¡º
GŸæ˘˘˘Ég˘˘˘è Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘ój˘˘∏˘˘á Gd˘˘ã˘˘ƒQj˘˘á, hGŸãÒI d˘˘∏˘˘é˘˘ó∫ Hü°˘˘ƒQI

fià˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á hGŸà˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á H˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉEOGQI flÉW˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ô Gdü°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á
hGdù°Óeá, hhX«Øá {Gdù°Óeáz h–∏«π gò√ GŸæÉgè
hGS°àµû°Éa¡É.

J˘˘˘ôJ˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘§ hQT¢ Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘ª˘˘˘π g˘˘˘ò√ H˘˘˘é˘˘˘ª˘˘˘«˘˘˘™ Gd˘˘˘≤˘˘£˘˘ÉY˘˘Éä,
hdµæ¡É Jàü°π, Hü°Øá NÉU°á, HÉ◊µƒeá, hb£É´
G’Efû°˘˘˘˘ÉA, hGEOGQI GŸôGa˘˘˘˘≥, hb˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘É´ Gd˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘§ hGd˘˘˘˘¨˘˘˘˘ÉR,
hU°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä GŸ©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É÷á hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘àü°˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘™, hGd†°˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘Éa˘˘˘˘˘˘á,
hGd˘˘˘ôY˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘á Gdü°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘«˘˘˘á, hGd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘£˘˘˘É´ Gd˘˘Ñ˘˘ë˘˘ô… hG’EQS°˘˘ÉA
hGŸôGaÅ.

Ÿ©ôaá eõjó eø GŸ©∏ƒeÉä Mƒ∫ G÷∏ù°Éä hcà«Ö
hQT°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π, jo˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôL˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≈ Rj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQI GŸƒb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘™

moc.murof-esh.wwwGCh eôGS°∏àæÉ Y∏≈ GdÈjó
G’EdµÎhÊ moc.selrahcniala@nannam.dair
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�" ��� ����� ...
����:
f≤π hX«Øá Gdù°Óeá GE¤ bÉYá GLàªÉYÉä ›∏ù¢  G’EOGQI ................................................................ 5
Jƒb©Éä HôhGê S°ƒ¥ GCL¡õI Gdµû°∞ Yø Gd¨ÉR ......................................................................................... 7
GCY†°ÉA Lª©«á U°æÉYá  G’Ceø GdÈj£Éf«á jû°Îcƒ¿ ‘ GEfÎS°∂ 6102...................................... 7
bù°º eôGS¢ d∏ôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á ‘ OH» jù°ÉYó ‘ Gdù°«ÉMá Gd£Ñ«á ................................................ 8

	���$&�:
’càû°É± GdØ©É∫ d∏ëôGF≥ ‘ b£É´ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR

���� ��
 #�� ����� �%���$�!:
Gdà£ƒQGä: J£ƒQGä Gdù°ƒ¥.

–∏«Óä he≤É’ä: e©óGä G◊ªÉjá Gdû°îü°á GŸ≤∏óI, G’Ceø ‘ GdÑü°ôI, Gd≤ØÉRGä
GdƒbÉF«á, GHàµÉQGä.
a©Éd«Éä: GEfÎS°∂, GCOjÑ∂, e©ôV¢ Gdü°¡ÉQjè hGdàîõjø.

moc.selrahcniala@sttaw.neb :ينورتكلإ ديرب- ســـطاو نـــب :ريرحتلا ريدم

ـ تفورك وردنأ ـ يجالاب اجودنيس ـ ورياب يتيريه ـ يب هيإ تناشارب:ميمصتلاو ريرحتلا قيرف

تاسارب ـ كينتاب اتينور ـ لكيام موت ـ اكنيوج وشناميه ـ سإ يج تاــناــــجنار ـ زيفيد ساموت

.زرتوو زيول ـ سيكاماسلاف يكن ـ تبيت از ـ ابراكناش

نامريب نيتساج:ةلجملا تاعيبم ريدم
moc.selrahcniala@namreb.nitsuj:ينورتكلإ ديرب- +٤٤ )٠(٦٧٠٠٣٧٩٧٠٢ :سكاف ،+٤٤ )٠(٦٧٦٧٤٣٨٧٠٢ :فتاه

تافوتوب شيكار :طسو"ا قرشلا تاعيبم ريدم
 :ينورتكلإ ديرب  -+١٧٩ )٤(١٦٢٩٨٤٤ : سكاف+١٧٩ )٤(٠٦٢٩٨٤٤: فـتاه

:يسيئرلا بتكملا
KU ,XE0 W1WS nodnoL ,ecalP ronevsorG rewoL31-11 ,esuoH ytisrevinU ,dtL gnihsilbuP selrahC nialA
6700379702 )0(44+ :xaF ,6767438702 )0(44+ :leT

:يميلق0ا طسو"ا قرشلا بتكم
A/2 .oN tfoL ,512 ecfifO ,CLL-ZF tsaE elddiM selrahC nialA

.ةدحتملا ةيبرعلا تارام7ا ـ مالع8ل يبد ةنيدم ـ٧٠٢٢٠٥:ديرب قودنص

+١٧٩ )٤(١٦٢٩٨٤٤ : سكاف+١٧٩ )٤(٠٦٢٩٨٤٤: فـتاه

تياوه ايفوص ـ يلليناروم الليتانود ـ راموك لييناتان ـ نيج اتكين ـ يتروباركاش اكنايرب:جاتن0ا

moc.selrahcniala@noitcudorp:ينورتكلإ ديرب

moc.selrahcniala@noitalucric :ينورتكلإ ديرب :تاكارتش0ا

ماهدروف كن :رشانلا

يدناب يفاليب :رشنلا ةريدم

ماهدروف كيرد :ةراد0ا سلجم سيئر

:ةدحتملا تايالولاب يدــيربلا لـــيكولا
عبرأ اهرشنتtsaE elddiM ytiruceS & ytefaS ,htlaeHطسو#ا قرشلا ـ نم#او ةمالسلاو ةحصلا ةرشن

 رشنلل زلراشت نالآ راد ،ماعلا يف \رالود٩٩ ءاقل ةنسلا يف تارم
.KU ,XE0 W1WS nodnoL ,ecalP ronevsorG rewoL31-11 ,esuoH ytisrevinU ,gnihsilbuP selrahC nialA

يبد ـ تارام7ا ةعبطم:ةعابطلا

se.ratsivom@niddezze :ينورتكلإ ديرب-  يلع .م نيدلازع:مجرتملا

moc.liamg@227rajjanla:ينورتكلإ ديرب- راجنلا ملسم دمحم : ينفلا جارخ0او ميمصتلا

.عبطلا تقو دنع ةحيحص تناك ةعوبطملا هذه يف تامولعملا ةفاك
7384-9502 :NSSI .tsaE elddiM weiveR ytiruceS & ytefaS ,htlaeH
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فاشتƠƠكا تاƠƠيدƠƠحƠƠت نƠƠع بتƠƠكƠƠي شيƠƠجار نإ يب
،زاغلاو طفنلا ةعانصل ةلمتحملا لولحلاو ،قئارحلا
ةلوليحلاو ،ليطعتلا يفالت ىلإ فدهت يتلاو
.حاورألاو لاومألا يف رئاسخ ثودح نود
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